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'With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness
in the Right."
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TAXES AND WHERE
HAIL STORM SWEEPS
THE CHAUTAUQUA
FOURTH OF JULY
BOOSTER
THEY BELONG
PART
OF
'.
MESA
MONDAY
A SUCCESS
CELEBRATION
"
AT SO,
: ,
o
AFTERNOON
LANO, NEW MEXICO
A booster is a ' citizen who
We have, been besieged the
Edna Belle Heath the only
The Chautauqua, has come
o
daughter of William and Agnes talks as strong for Roy when he past few days with letters and 'A ten-iblgone and
and
hail
storm
swep
Heath passed away last Friday, is at home as he does "when he persona calling on us asking if the Mesa from west' of Mills a great successweinbelieve it was on Miano will entertain the Mesa
spite of the
the Fourth of July with a
evening iat the Plumlee Hospital is 1000 miles awray, and vice they must pay their last half east and south to
Union fact that it rained everv
the
short
program that should in- versa.
of 1920 taxes at Mora or wáit County line doing damage
after a lingering illness of seveto while the Chautauqua was ' in
A booster is a man wise and pay them at Mosquero. All nunareas
ral weeks. Miss Edna had been
ot thousands of dollars session. Those Who had the not made arrans-ementto m
ailing for several months and enough to know, that by helping the information we can give you worth
of
erowinsrrnns matter in charge all did the elsewhere, you. can enjoy by
community
his
helping
he
is
Sunday
is
she
was
last
June 12th
the following Section from Wheat was beat into
work assigned them and in this spending a pleasant day
there,
brought to the Plumlee Hospi- himself, and then acts on that the bill Creating Harding Coun- some losing part and the ground
manner
los
the Chautauoua was they
others
'
you with
:
ty.
tal and operated upon Sunday knowledge.
mg their entire crops. The made a! complete financially as the followingentertain
program.
A booster is a man who con
morning for appendicitis and
Section 8, of said bill reads as loss will not be as great as
the well as otherwise. '
10 A. M. to 12M. Short pro'
by Dr. tributes to the religious, social loiiows:
other complications.
large hail stonn of last year
The.
onpnerl gram, with welcome address by
Chautauoua
.
Breaker.- The operation was charitable and commercial un"The County of Harding but the storm was more gene- míuesüay
, a. pro
aitemoón
with
nev. uardner ot Mills, Baby
very serious, but for the first dertakings of his city in propor- snau De entitled to all unpaid ral, this year and covered
gram
(J rimes Duo' contest, Ball game, by
far
Vernon
"ine
junior
tion
to
his
means.
taxes which remain unpaid at mdre terntory. The Storm and in the evening
few days she seemed to be get
ball team, and dinner at Park.
besides
the
will
A
is
man
a
booster
who
nicely
very
along
but
the
ting
the date this act shall take ef sedms to have started west of Miss Grimes there was an hour
P. M. to 3. P. M. Ball
latter part of the week took let the "We spirit" dominate his fect, upon property, both real Mills cleaning up all the wheat 6f fun by a magician
Game,
while
and
Horse
races, Foot races
will
thoughts
ánd
and
actions
suddenly worse and everything
and Personal, within the area in I that country,
then passing a number of his stunts were of etc.. There will be plenty of repossible was done for her she work in harmony with his fel- embraced by the said County of. over Mills and
north of Mills to the old yanety, .yet it was a freshments on the grounds all
low citizens for the community Harding, tor the. mamtainance
passed away Friday night.
the east and south - destrovine- good'' entertainment for the day, Everybody on the
Mesa is
oí schools, districts, municpali-tiesEdna Belle was born near betterment.
entire tields. The Freeman and ads and for the grownuos also. invited to attend.
A booster is a man who helps
Turon, in Reno Co. Kansas on
counties and all other pur Purcell neighborhoods ais o the The first day was
August 13th 1902 and at the to keep his city' clean morally poses,' and any funds in the Wilson Tract were among he ded as practically'lightly, atten- allThe committee assures vmi
a good time, bring- vour din
age of 12, moved with her par- and physically.
hands of the Treasurers of hardest hit near Roy, while the went to Mosquero to everybody
'
ner
celethe
with you,...
A booster is a man willing to Union and Mora Counties, re
ents to Carmen, Oklahoma and
Liberty ; neighborhood got its bration.
'
serve.
to
the
spectively, at the time this act fullshare
later moved
.. 2 years
On the Second Day the Has- - BOARD OF EDUCATION
A booster is cautious in his goes into effect or which may possible also. It would be im
Homestead northeast of , Roy
to name the full list of eltine Gypsies entertained both
HOLDS IMPORTANT
willing
to
of
those
where she had helped her par- criticism
hereafter come into their hands, losers, but the following were afternoon and evening and
the
MEETING
.y
serve.
up
one
build
ents and brothers
which are properly transfer a few of the heavy, losers: W. operetta in the evening
"The
The, Board of Edunati
A booster is the man who
of the nice homes southeast of
able by .them to the treasurer H. McCarger, H. H.' Mayberrv. Gypsy Maiden"
was one of the the Roy Independent District
in citizens and believes of the County of Harding, or Geo
Ivephart. She was a member
Lucas, WTortman
Bros, best of the week's Drosram. wo. áó, held a very important
town
home
his
best
that
School
isthe
Sunday
any
of the Elmosetta
School District or munici- Stuarts, Harry Evans, Henry he lectures on
this dáv bv meeting last Wednesday even- -.
Class of her neighborhood and nlace in the whole wide, world. pality of said County, shall be Mitchell, Barney Mitchell, R. W. Captain Wood Briggs
were
ing. lne first matter disoospd
loyal
booster.
a
That's
God
to
had given her heart
transferable in the regular Holmes, Hugh Mitchell, J. M. entertaining and listened tooveri
by of was the hiring of the High
A booster is a man who be course in the administration of
while living in Oklahoma, altho
Elder, W. W. Gilstrap, C. D. large audiences. The Third School Teachers,
and altho they
she had never affiliated with lieves in .work, faith, charity; said office upon demand from Horn, L. A. Cannon, E. D. Day was filled by
"The Maids of
a nuinuei vi applicants,
any Church as she left Okla- that day follows night ; that any such authority to receive Bartmess. D. P. Moore, Grover Dundee"
in a fine program by they chose those
homa directly after her conver- time heals, that humanity con- same."
Tül, Chas. Weatherill, and num six maids dressed in their est credentials. with the highgood
bad
and
more
tains
The Janitor
than
sion and the distance from her
The above section makes it erous others whose names we bcotch Costumes
and
their
question
was
old
next
world
mighty
is
this
a
up, and
taken
that
too
her
for
was
far
home
clear that any money paid on were unable to get. The great- songs and dances was
ranch
probably
to attend church,' altho she had good place to live in.
and alter the morning of June er portion of those having loss- tfte best part of the whole pro Mike McGuire was chosen janitor, and will be given full charge
lived a Christain life up to the
14th the day Harding County es were insured but for only gram, un
the fourth day the and care of the building.
BASE BALL DOPE
went into effect must be trans- part ot the value of their crops. audiences were
time of her death.
entertained by The budget for
The Roy Ball Team played ferred to the treasurer of HardShe leaves to mourn her earThe insurance will probably run musical oddities given bv Ho vt School as well as the Public
Sunday
Beens'
"Has
the
last
the County
fathbroken
ly death her heart
ing County on demand made by over $100,000 which will .help Garret and Company
and tho it High School was next discussed
er and mother and her broth- afternoon and a large number of him. 'This would infer that it the farmers some to plant the rained in torrents a large
and the budget completed Thurs
ers Albert and Ralph, who are "Fans" went out to see the fun. would be alright to pay your nev crop which will be owed greeted them both eveningcrowd
and day afternoon. , The Agriculup
Beens"
line
consis
"Has
The
home
sorrowing
taxes now at Mora and Clayton this fall. Only a very few car night The Lectures by Dr.
left in' the
ture work was next brought up
weeping for dear sister Edna ted of Gray, Weathenll, Paxton and same would be transferred ried full insurance on their Nation on
this day's program and it was decided to get a plot '
Caris,
Wilkinson,
Wade,
Oirr,
Belle.
ater to the Harding County crops and those who did surely were excellent and those who
of 5 or 10 acres for experimenThe Funeral was held from Mickey and Lester Floersheim. Treasurer, but our advice would consider
lucky. listened to these two masterful tal work.
themselves
by
Quite
of
plays
a
number
the
be to proceed as follows;
the Christain Church in Roy
Several of those having losses orations could not have helped
The question of disposing of
Sunday at 10 A. M., the funer- "Has Beens" were worthy of
Harding County is now in f-- had insured but had not yet re but to have gained
sonie good the fence and buildings at the
especially
al being conducted by Rev. particular mention,
fect; the County Commission- ceived their policies' and they from these two lectures.
old ground was .left to the
Cook of Las Vegas. , Undertak- the running all;over the prair- ers will oragnize at Mosquero were received by them after
Saturday the last day was Clerk to sell same, also such ar(Mickr
by
ies
Wado,
Floersheim
of
charge
the
C.
I.
Monday and by that date the
Dodds'had
er
given over to the Swiss Yodlers ticles as are now in possession
ey and a few others after the new orticers should all have their crops were gone.
funeral arrangements.
followed"
A
andj
concert given by Mr. Ploner of the school, and which are not
terrific
rain
the
Catcher ,N Weathenll their commissions and their
The Body was laid to rest in ball.
hail
and
over
stoiro
inch
of
family consisiting of moth- needed in the new building.
an
and
bonds made and readv for work. .rr
the Roy Cemetery Sunday at caught at the ball , yes we
on part of the Mesa er, father two sisters and bimh-e- í
,;;fel
The Board decided to go to
rher"
got
of
three
twe
"
Hi"eleven o'clock to await" 'the'
While it ií írué thé' fécorhs: during the"áfJraooñ?íá!!'Ihall
'
s:iñ:. théií- - nativé Swiss "Cos- the Comity Seat; Monday
to
up
to
he
had
run
altho
in a
them,
A
Mom.
large
have not been transferred yet amount of hail fell at Roy but tumes. Their songs both in body,-anResurrection
appear before the ,
concourse of sorrowing relatives the back stop and pick up seve- this should not take such .a did very little damage. ' At the their native tongue, as well as County
commissioners,
and
of
them.
and try
.
first
ral
Caris(on
funer-great amount of time, and we Eobertsofr'sale the: crowd could translated into English were to
and friends attended the
arrange
for
old
time
played
Right
in
the
Paxton
immediate
high
showed
the
can see no reason why the look north across the Mesa and well given ' and received much
al which
sale of the County High School
in which she was held. ball, by catching on first bounce County Treasurer will- not be see the fields white with hail up applause. The
Swiss
dance
Debentures.
The money will be
on
Gray
second
and
on
Carr
young
able to receive taxes within a in ' the Liberty neighborhood. given by the younger sister
The pallbearers were six
used for furnishing of the new
ladies of near her , age. The thinl siso played old time ball few weeks, and why not wait The huge loss will hurt the and the brother received several
'
County High School.
floral offerings were very beau- and did their share to make the and pay them in Harding Coun- Mesa, but the great amount of encores and
of
Work
several
the
on
tiful. Quite a large number of game lively and let us all laugh ty, even tho a small penalty insurance will ease matters to a young folks have been trying building is the New School
friends from Kephart made the good and hearty. The catcih by might be added. We will give certain extent. One thing is the stunt and all will be Swiss satisfactory, progressing very
and the building
long trip in the mud to attend Floersheim (Sfester) when he you the County Commissioners sure and that is that if you dancers within a few
should be ready for occupancy
months.
over
gone
had
ball
.hout
the
to
show
their
and
opinion
on this matter in next raise wheat on the Mesa you
the funeral
All in all the program was by September I5th, to October
esteem and love for Edna Belle. him and started to run after it week s issue.
must insure it to protect your- good, in fact much better than 1st, of this year.
hand,
his
in
it
rir?ht
md
found
n
and
The
self.;
previous years and if the roads
Don't forget to see,that great
its many readers extend. the brought the Rooters down with
had been fit to travel and the HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
scarcethey
untill
were
laughter
deepest sympathy to the bereavpicture
Confession" R. W. CRIST BUYS EX- "The
conditions better the
weather
any.
EMPLOYED
root
to
more.'
able
ly
sorof
which will be given by the Cathed in their dark hours
CHANGE
tent
would
have been crowded
game
two
continued
for
The
olic Church at the Roy Theatre
row.
at each program. As it was At the regular meeting of
hours and all enjoyed the fun, June 80th, both afternoon and
R.
past
W.
two
Crist
for
the
the committee reports enough the Board of Education held at
time
players
had the
even the
night. This is a wonderful picCard' of Thanks
of their lives thruout the game, ture and has been shown for years superintendent of schools ticket sales to more than bal- the office of Dr. Gibbs, last
O
at Springer New Mexico, has ance the guarantee and ever 60 Wednesday evening, the followN
and when the "Has Beens" got
We desire to thank our dear down to real business they drug weeks at a time in all the large purchased the Southwestern names were secured for next ing high school .teachers were
friends and relatives ' who were in several scores and got a num- cities. . You can not afford to Educational Exchange from J, year's guarantee. The Chau- employed:
seeing this picture as it R. McCollom and will continue tauqua
Principal of High School,
so kind to us during the sick- ber of safe hits thruout the miss
for 1922 will he held
one of the greatest les
contains
of
our
6
Sciences and Atheletics, A. A.
ness, death and burial
the latter part of next Juno.
game. We forgot the score but sons ever shown on the screen. the business in rooms
Whiting building. Prof. Mc The Manager Mr. Wolf made Auckers, of Lancaster, Now
darling daughter Edna Belle. when we quit counting it was
We want to extend our special 12 to 15 in .favor of the, "Has J)on't forgt the date June 30th, Collom will continue as mana- many friends during his week's York. Miss Jennie Thornton of
thanks to the Plumlee Hospital Beens" having,' the little end of atternoon and night. Admis ger of the educational exchange stay in Roy and is a gentleman Pocohontas, Iowa, English, Miss
sion 25 and 50c.
which is an efficient teachers in every way and we would be Agnes Charlton of Bucklin,
for their kindness and aid and score.
"V
comforting-wordsemployment service, until next glad' to see him come back as Ivans.' History and Mathemato Rev. Cook for his
The Roy team got some good
C. D. Horn of Mills was in November.
We wish we might practice from the game and the
tics ; Mips MaiTdn Grawe of
manager for next year.
KncKville,
Iowa, ' Mathematics
take each of you by the hand "Has Beens" well they' got Roy Wednesday purchasing a 'Mr. ..Crist Í3 an experienced
well
casing
load
new
of
his
but
personally
you
for
school .man and will carry a
and thank
Prof. Hendricks and family and Physical Training ; Mi:-;some "Stiff Joints", out of it.j
complete Stock of school equip- have moved into the Anderson Katherinc Shotwcll
this we can't do, but acts like They tell that'Agent'Gray.was on hi3 ranch west of Mills.
Albument and supplies in connection property near the Roy Theatre querque, N. M. Domestic' Econoyours will help much to assuage scarcely able to get out of bed
the awful grief we must bear. Monday morning, and that Caris NOTICE OF STOCKHOLDERS with the educational exchange. Prof. Hendricks is the new mics and Spanish ; Miss Eula
MEETING
He expects to operate through- Superintendent of the Harding Hendricks, Supervisor of MusWm. Heath and family.
Paxton, CarT and Mickey could
"'
; o
out the entire southwest, with County High School, and we. are ic. '
':
.'
get down to work Mon- .
There, will bo a Special Meet- Albuquerque as his headquar- glad to have him and hi3 family
Teachers, in Manual Training
J. E. Busey of Sedan was in day morning, and that
and Agriculture,- to be supplied
the first of the week at- - erm did not get to the barber ing of all Stockholders of the ters.
residents of our little city.
Company,
Mesa
later.
tending to uubiiw&a mauuua.
ghop untn noon Monday.
Roy, New Mexico, on WednesMr. Boyd, cashier of the CitiProf. Aucker is an over-seaE. F. Henry returned home
day afternoon at Jtwo o'clock P. zens' State Bank of Mills was a from Springsr last Sunday af- man, a University graduate.
M. June 29th, 1921. Said meet- business visitor in Roy Thurs- ter spending a few weeks at Has an A. B. Degree and comes
ing to be held at the office of day.- Mr. Bovd is from Okln- - Springer doing a number of very highly recommended. He
4-Judsre F. H.
Foster.
hema and is a fine appearing stucco, jobs. By the way Mr. is an expert in Atheletics, and
stockholders are requested to be young man and we believe will Henry has a new ad in the pa- has made a specialty of this
present at ' said meeting as be a valued addition to our sis- per this week. Read it as he work. He is now doing Past
there will be special and very ter town of Mills.
has something good to tell you. Graduate work in Pennsylvania
come up
to
business
important
All of the high school teachers
.
.
.2oe.
Large Baked Beans
consideration.
for
are
University Graduates and
Messrs
Hurst
MEN
Brothers
NOTICE
of
...15c.
Beans
Small Baked
STOCKHOLDERS Dawson were in Roy and the
each have one or more Degrees.
.121oc.
o Tucker Milk Macaroni and Spegetti
County Seat the first of the
All who wish to obtain Vic- We believe this strong force
,.$1.15
Gallon Blackberries
The Roy Trading- Co. reports week. They own some fine tory Medals will hand in or headed by Prof. Hendricks as
..6. ...75c. having
i Gallon Blackberries
sold 15 headers in the land near the county .seat and mail to mc an exact copy of Supt of the County High School
vicinity of Roy this season. are well pleased with tha crop Your Discharge ao it has to be that Roy and Harding County
Judging from this there is sure prospects on the Mesa. Sure signed by an Amy Officer or will have one of the strongest
D I;
UüüDS
some small grain in New Mex- they expect to become resi- Post Commander cf Ycur ncar-jes- t Schools in Northeastern New
... .65c per pair. ico.
Men's Overalls, good grade .
This is a reeord for one dents of the new County soon.
Mexico.
Legion Post.
T, .'. . . .$1.50 per yard.;
.
Georgette Printed
If we will all get behind cur
it.
does
firm
VULCANIZING
; . .45c per yard.
. . .
It docfint raaííer whether you schools and push during the
Cotton Poplins
per pair
Bring jour tube and tire jr.:' a member of ihc'Lcgion or coming
.
. . .
Ladies Hose
School year, and aFsrt
' Dr. D. W. Merrick a veterin; (5c per yard.
work to Eusc-and get first !T3t I'll
Pepperell Sheeting 4
srlad to do this.
in every way possible, Roy will
ary and surgeon of long exper- - class work and a oquare GCul,
:'
Trv nnA hivo vnisra in hv Til . soon be cue of, the promir.o:;t
(Watch this space every week)
ience will be at the Reader feed also battery station in cornee-ticn- ,
ly 15th so they will nil go to- school towns of New Mexico.
yard in Roy soon. If you have
7 "
an eight month guart
with
lan.vi.work in their line be sure
J. W. Robertson war, in, Rnt.'.n
i and sea
him and viitch the Span antee on a'l briberies, overhaulincjj the ih-.- v
BU32V Co.
dates.
for
ed.
E.
J.
Post
Commander
week.
Ir-- V
A ProLiae ;ace

DEFINITIONS OF A

EDNA BELLE HEATH PASSES AWÁY AT HOSPITAL
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ROY TRADING COMPANY

.

If

v

Triáis?! a Keáicta
You

Síiooia Bavaitfta JBasI

Hare yon ever stopped to reason why.
U that so many products that are extensively advertised, all at once drop out
it

of sight and are soon forgotten? The
reason is plain the article did not fulfill
the promise of the manufacturer. This
applies more particularly to a medicine.
A medicinal preparation that has real
curative value almost sells itself, as like
an .endless chain system-thremedy is
by those who have been
recommended
benefited, to those who are in need of it.
A prominent druggist says "Take for
example Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Boopreparation I have sold for many year
and never hesitate to recommend, for in
almost every case it shows excellent results, aa many of my customers testify.
No other kidney remedy has so large a
ale."
According
to sworn statements and
verified testimony of thousands who have
used the preparation, the success of Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
is due to the fact,

TheMysiery. of
theSilver Dagger-

so many people claim, that it fulfills almost every wish in overcoming kidney,

liver snd bladder ' ailments ; corrects urinary troubles and neutralizes the ario
acid which causes rheumatism.
You may receive a sample bottle of
Swamp-Roby Parcels Post. Address
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y.,
and enclose ten rents; also mention this
paper.' Large and medium size bottles
for sale at all drug stores.
Old Penalties Inadequate.
"Wl)..don't you Crimson gulch men
hung nn automobile thief the same as
you used to do with n horse thief?"
"We've discussed It," said Cactus
Joe; "but we came to the conclusion
that hungln' is too good for him."
SAVE SHOES AND STOCKINGS
They will last twice as lona If yo Shaks
Into Your Shoe ALLEN'S FOOTVEASH,
the powder for the feet. It takes the friction from tha shoe and lives quick relief to
Corns, Bunions. Callouses, ore, aching, swollen, tender feet. Shake Allen's FootKie
Into your shoes and enjoy the bliss of feet
without an acht.

of Course Not!
Master (to butler) But why do you
want to get married, Jones?
Jones Well, sir, I don't want my
name to die out. Punch (London).
Why,

no doubt, and a lingering desire

THE PLOTTERS.
In a New York Jewelry
store Philip Severn, United States
consular agent, notices a small box
which attracts him. He purchases
It Later he discovers tn a secret
compartment a writing; giving a
clew to a revolutionary movement
In this country ostensibly seeking
to overthrow the Chilean government but evidently International in
character. The writing mentions a
rendesvous, and Severn decides' to
Investigate. Finding the place mentioned In the writing apparently deserted, Severn visits a saloon In
the vicinity. A woman In the place
Is met by a man, seemingly by appointment, and Severn,, his suspicions aroused, follows them.
Synopsis.

CHAPTER

II

Continued.

The street was deserted and rainswept, the few lights showing mere
s
in the darkness. I plunged
straight across the street, as though
headed for the nearest car line, and
then, In the shade of darkness, retraced my steps, passing the corner,
until I attained the side entrance.
Here, assured that I was safely beyond observation, I paused to gain
some conception of my surroundings.
Across from where I stood appeared
the dim outlines of a long, ramshackle
building, apparently a shed of some
kind, while beyond the saloon was a
y
row of
dwelling houses,
seemingly exactly alike, and exhibiting no evidence of being occupied.
In which direction had the couple
one-stor-

turned after their exit through the
Important to Mothers
every
bottle of side door of the saloon to right, or
Examine carefully
CASTOKIA, that famous old remedy left?
Jans had unconsciously pointed In
for Infants and children, and see that it
this direction when he told of where
Rpnra th
the girl lived, and, although thnt was
Signature
doubtless a lie Intended to deceive. It
In Use for Over 30 l'ears.
was no more than natural for him to
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria have thoughtlessly designated
the
proper point of the compass.
Another Excuse.
I advanced cautiously, finding the
Hub Thnt button Is still off.
narrow sidewalk one of boards, In very
Wife Yes, dear, I uiu economizing
bad condition. It was only when 1 aton threud.
tained the end of this row of houses,
and came to the entrance of a nnrrow,
dark alley, that I found the slightest
proof that I was, by good fortune,
upon the right trail. It was above this
opening that the Incandescent bulb
flickered dimly, yet, In spite of wind
and rain, gave me glimpse of the mud
underfoot. The two must have been
the Only ones passing that," way since
the drizzle began, for their footprints
were yet visible In the soft mud of the
crossing s they advanced beyond the
safety of the board walk. By bending
low, and keeping my own shadow out
of the way, I was able to trace their
progress for two or three yards quite
easily, and then, to my surprise, the
footprints turned abruptly to the left,
and disappeared entirely,
i To all appearances the two had proceeded down the alley. Binck, uninTo
in
viting, as that gloomy passage appeared, they must have turned Into it
delicious Burley
and groped their way forward. Where?
tobacco flavor.
For what purpose? I could thlnkW
but one object the Alva Iron factory,
the mysterious meeting place at 876
Gans street. Beyond all question this
alley would skirt along the back of
that building, and there would be an
entrance at the rear.
Dare I go on alone, unarmed as I
was, knowing nothing of what I might
encounter? I hesitated, my heart
beating like a
yet. after
alt the danger seemed more of the Imagination than reality. Besides. I was
still young, and venturesome; the situation appealed to me, and well, the
memory
that girl's face remained
Death only a matter of short time. strangely ofInsistent.
Odd as It may
Don't wait until pains and aches seem, her predicament yielded me a
become incurable diseases. Avoid reckless desire to have an Immediate
painful consequences by taking
hand In the game.
Ifotind two Imprints of her narrow
shoe In the mud after the turn had
GOLD
been made, then all trace vanished. I
crept forward, enveloped In gloom,
keeping as closely as possible to the
high board fence at the left. The way
was rough underfoot, and my progress

otQgi6ffljtrf

to- -

make certain of what was inside the
barrier. The entrance was easily
found, a mere wooden door, held by an
iron clasp, which opened instantly to
my touch. I stepped inside, closing It
quietly behind, me, and stared uneasily
about through the enshrouding black'
"
ness.
,
My eyes, grown accustomed to the
gloom, made out dim outlines, encouraging further exploration. Discovering ample space, and what felt to my
feet like a walk, I turned the corner id
search. At that moment the gate latch
clicked .sharply, and I sank down Into
the black ground shadow, every nerve
tingling with alarm. The gate operated almost noiselessly, yet my strain- ed ears could detect Its stealthy movement, and hear the crunch of a heavy
footstep on the cinder path within.'
The fellow evidently knew his way
even In that'darkness, for there was no
hesitancy In his movements, no uncertainty. He faded away along the rear,
wall, and I became aware that he had
turned about the further corner. That
would naturally mean there was a
door there." I had evidently been
searching the wrong slde.'v
Assured the man had vanished, and
that he sought entrance to the building through some passage well known
to him, I crept forth along the end
wall, crouched low In the. shadow,
using every precaution against discovery. All that was venturesome In
me held high carnival and nothing of
danger now could have held me back.
I reached the corner around which the
-

'

-

.

fellow had disappeared, but, In the intense blackness, could perceive no
movement beyond, no sign of any presence. I listened eagerly, scarcely venturing to breathe, and In another mo
ment was rewarded by healing the gentle tap of knuckles on wood a few feet
away; there could be no doubt of the
number two raps, a pause, three
rnps; the very signal mentioned In the
letter. I waited, still breathless, uncertain what had occurred, yet convinced the mnn ahead had been given

entrance.
Unable longer to withstand the
strain I took a step forward Into the
darkness. At that Instant the latch of
the gate clicked behind me.
"

CHAPTER III.
i

Within the Factory Walls. '
I stood as though paralyzed, with
one foot uplifted, a hand pressed
against the wall, unable to move.

it's Toasted

TOO
LATE

MEDAL

consequently slow, being anxious to
make as little noise as possible. The
passage was so black, I lost all knowl-edg- e
as to how far I had gone, and was
only aroused to my position by finally
and accept aw Imiutioa .
coming up against a pile of lumber
which completely blocked the further
end of the alley. I recalled dimly that
the passage swerved here, running
along the side of the Alva factory, until It reached Gans street. Then the
place I sought was to, my left, behind
the protection of this high fence, along
CotJeore Soap la the feeerHefersaf etrraaorshaThi.
which I had been so cautiously feeling
my way.
The silence was profound, stupefying, uncanny. Against the lighter lead
of the upper sky I was barely able to
trace the upper story of the building,
tod ARTISTIC JEWEUr
but It was all black, a gloomy, desertMAmrvACTtraiNa
JOS. I. SCHWARTZ ed hole. Any faith I might have had
two I had attempted to follow
lilt Csrllt, Duw.Cole. that the
had come there vanished as I strained
WRITS OR CALL POR OATALOQ
my eyes for some gleam of light, or
Colean
Watson
ny other sign to denote their presence
I ELI I I O Patent Uwrer.TVublnKtoa
Dc írl an(i bes
within. I still believed they had
Kates reasoaable. Hlsbeet references. Baaktarrtoaa
turned down the alley, but this was not
their goal ; beyond doubt they had en
tered some gate along the way, and
thus escaped me entirely.
IS MONEY AND IN DEPEND EN CK TOTJII
WIHHr
Would roa invest lit In Byndloate
I hardly know what impelled me to
flerln chano, to make thousands,
alan RKB. H. C Uieeji,Lwi.luwB. slant. trope my way back along the fence,
blindly feeling for a gate. Curiosity,
W. N. U, DENVER, NO.

Shave. Bathe and
Shampoo with one

Soap.
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"The Strange Casa
of Cavendish"
OvrricM, kr Randan

Grateful Son Says His Father
v Looks ; Like Different Man
Since Taking Tanlac.

Patria

Stearns' Electric Paste
Also 8ÜBB 'DEATH to Waterbosa, Ants, Rats
carriers of
and Mica. These pests an the greatest
disease and MUST BE JUIXKD. They oastnw
property.
and
lood
boUi
.,
IX motions la tfrlanfaaces la ererr boa.
sises Ho and 11.40.
Beadr tot ose-S- wo

"My father has suffered 'from
V, 8. Govemairat burs It.
chronic? stomach trouble for over
-- tally unable to determine in my own
twenty years and has paid out thouPLACED ANYWRERb)
DAISY FLY KILLEB ATTRACTS AND KILL
mind what to do. The fellow in the sands of dollars for medicines and
ALL FLIES. Neat,
eleenrnaraeatsl.eoa
n
darkness evidently mistook me for doctors," said G. W.'Slayton, a
veaient, sheep. Lasts
all season. Made of
Cobb County farmer, living a
some one of the gang. His confidence
metal, ean't spill or
Dot soil
tiponr t willanything.
In my, identity as' Charlett might win short distance out of Atlanta, Ga.
or fallare
"We tried nearly everything trying
me entrance but what then? That I
Guaranteed erfectifa.
t eelfrs, or
to. cure him and he went off to the
was not Charlett would certainly be reEJU'HESS.
-prepaid, 11.26.
vealed by the first gleam of light, and' Springs, thinking maybe the water HAUOU)
Bylütt3, nut If htlb As. Bmatra, H.Y.
I would be helpless.
was alone, un- might help him, but it just looked
like nothing would reach his trouble.
armed, and these fellows, beyond question, were engaged In a desperate Then he tried dieting and lived on
game. I am sure I should never have liquid food until he almost, starved,
ventured it had not my companion but even that failed to do him any
suddenly turned and grasped my good and. he Just kept going from bad
to worse. ...
'sleeve.
"I don't guess there ever was a
"You saw Méndez, of course?" ' ... .
"Sure."
J caso as stubborn as his, and If there
"And he vouched for her; he says she ever was a confirmed dyspeptic he was
.
one of them, nnd I guess he would
is all right?"
. "He chose her; that ought to be have been one yet If it hadn't been
'
,
enough."
for this Tanlac.
"H 11, I suppose so, but even MénThe first we heard of this medidez has made mistakes.
Here's the cine was when my father saw an addoor."
vertisement in the papers from parties
He rapped lightly, his fingers still he knew In Tennessee,
who were
gripping my sleeve In a grasp of friendfriends of his nnd he knew what they
ship. I could have broken away, and said about it was the truth, so. hegot
ran for It, but something mvsterlous it right away and began taking it.
held me, some odd fascination of dan- Well, sir. It acted Just like magic
"Eatonlc Is the only thing I have-founger. I saw nothing, heard nothing, yet everybody notices the change In fato stop my heartburn and I
had an instinctive feeling that a nar- ther. Why, he Is Just like a dlffeient
has been a great help in
think
row wicket had opened In the door, man and sits down to the table and nervousit spells," writes O. C. Johnson.
through which our dim outlines were eats ljke a farmhand. Only yesterday
Aa upset stomach may cause lots
being scrutinized.
I held my breath he ate pork and turnips for his dinner of suffering all over the body. Eatonic
expectantly.
nnd ate so much we were actually helps in such cases by ' removing the
"Wlio Is there?" the voice was a afraid he was going to overdo the cause of the misery, because it takes
tnere whisper, so close as to startle me. thing, but he laughed and said nothing up and carries out the excess add
"Gaspar Wine," was the answer, In hurt him now nnd that he was hungry and gases and keeps the digestive organs In natural working order. A
and expected to eat nnd make up for
the same low tone, "1C3."
tablet after meals is all you need. Big
'!,
"What word?" '
lost time.
box costs only a trifle with druggist's
"Cervantes."
"Now, when a medicine will do guarantee.
you."
"But there are two of
things like that I think people ought
"Oh, this is one of us. It's all right, to know about Lt, and I want to say
PARKER'S
Juan ; I'll vouch for him."
right now that I would not give one
HAIR BALSAM
f'.'ZSS
The fellow Inside grumbled some- bott'c of Tnnlac for all the other Wjf
Restore Color and
to Grar and Faded Han
thing in indistinguishable Spanish, but medicines and health resorts In the
X Beauty
sue. end ii.oo at nrnmrists.
"'íiNSr"
ysj?.i1
opened the door silently, Just far country put together."
Wttmx Chcm. Wlcs. Patctoene.H.T.
enough for us to slip through one at a
Tanlac Is sold by leading druggists
HINDERCORNS Remores Onrna. Cat.
loases, eta., stops all pain, ensures comfort to the)
Advertisement.
time. I felt Wine press past me, and everywhere.
feet, makes walkinr eapv. Ut. by mail or at Drag
was aware that the guard closed and
flits. HUoox Chemloal Works, Fatehgfue, H. X,
barred the door, but could see nothing;
A word to the wise is sufficient;
126 MAMMOTH JACKS
not even my own hand before my eyes. the difficulty lies in finding out who
I hare a bargain for yon. rome qnlck.
A latch clicked softly, and a dim are.
W. L. BellLOW'8 JACK VABJkl
Cedar Kaplda, Iowa
ray of light broke in upon us from a
revealed passage beyond. It was so
faint as to scarcely render features visible, and, as my coat collar was still
upturned, I pressed forward close behind Wine without discovery. I could
perceive something of the fellow now,
' Nature intended all creatures to that will drive the impurities out
a rather squat figure, concealed by a
withstand the normal changes of and leave your blood stream nourlapeless raincoat, wearing a
long,
the seasons. You never saw a wild ishing and robust.
closely trimmed beard, anL born spec
S.S.S., the well known herb alteranimal collapse from heat, did you Í
tacles. His features wefre clearly forPeople wouldn't get "knocked out" ative, is fine for this; get it from
eign, yet failed to bespeak the fighting
your druggist today.
type. I placed him as a theorist, a
either, if they had the
professor, perhaps, In some small colThen write us about your
vitality animals get from
lege.
condition,
addressing
their blood.
not so occuBut my thoughts-werChief Medical Advisor,
Rich,' wholesome blood
pied with my guide as with the prob843 Swift Laboratory,
gives bodily vigor, and if
Atlanta, Ga. We will
lem of how I was to escape from him.
weather lays you low,
hot
send you free medical
I dare not go on into the presence of
start now to fortify your
advice suited to your inothers, where discovery that I was not
vitality with a good tonic
dividual case.
Charlett would be immediate. At any
cost I must avoid such exposure but HER LOVE DREAM SHATTERED I NOT HARD TO MAKE CHOICE
how? The place in which we were
gave me little Inspiration. It was a Naughty George's Late Hours Respon. Probably
Lester Could Have Deter,
Inclosed by rough
low passage-wasible for the Ache In Heart
mined Without the Appeal to
board walls, instantly driving home
of Young Wife.
His Physical Feelings.,
upon me the impression that it had
very
purpose
been constructed for the
Two, men passed away. One had
The mother of the young husband
for which it was now being utilized
went to the bridal nest, and found her been born, and In due course admitted
a secret entrance to prevent any gleam daughter-in-lato the bar, soon ran for office, was
in tears.
of light from being seen without. This
"My child." she gasped, "what Is elected a continuous Hon. until at
precaution, coupled with the tightly the matter? Has anything happened last he went to his reward, such
as it
boarded passage, left the whole build- to George?"
was. And the local paper gave lilra an
ing apparently deserted and desolate,
"No." sobbed the young wife; "but obituary as long as your arm.
to any chance watcher without This my heart Is
The other man followed In the footHe's taken
was evidently no common, vulgar band to stopping out late at night!"
steps of his brawny sire, and became
of schemers, but men with a definite
"What, already!" said his mother, a maker of harrows. He was Induspurpose In view, which they were en- In consternation. "It doesn't sejin trious and honest,
and for years the
gaged In carrying out with true secret possible. How late does he stop
out. Hilligoss harrows which he whacked
efficiency. They were plotting revoluout by hand were known nearly all
dear very late?"
tion. Only a strapge chance had given
."Well," said the bride, "you know over the country as reliable utensils.
me the clew, and only a reckless per- he usually leaves his office at half-pithe, too, passed on. The
sistency had opened a way before me.
five.
The night before last he paper announced his demise In a few
;
my
my
own
no
longer
life was
Now
it didn't get home till half-pas- t
six, and Unes and spelled his name wrong.
belonged to my country. I must live
Now, tell me, Lester, which of those
last night," she sobbed bitterly, "last
to expose these men. But how?
night It was a quarter to seven What men would you rather have been? Do
My heart failed me as I stared about shall 1 do?"
not say the former, or I'll slap your
at the bare walls, and forward to
Jaws for you and not let you go to the
where a heavy curtain draped the end
picture snow, emier. Kansas City
Opulence.
of the passage. This widened as we
Parke Well, I've just had a con- Star.
advanced, so as to form what evidently
had been designed as a cloakroom. siderable Increase in my income.
Lane Wonderful I Must be a great
Try This.
Wine stopped and removed his coat,
To prevent the gloss coming off of
appropriating an unoccupied nail, and help.
"It la It has extended my credit your white paint wash it with milk
1 followed his example, rejoicing to observe that he still remained so conf- so much that my wife can run Into and a little soap. That will be much
cheaper than repainting nnd is
ident of my identity as to not once debt twice as much as she could."
direction. The Life.
glance around
fellow seemed obsessed with some special desire, for he swept his eyes over
the swinging garments, and exclaimed :
"Not half of them here yet I want
a word with Alva before the show
opens, Charlett, so you better go right
on In. See you later."
well-know-
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Be Sure to Keep Blood Pure

In Summer
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The world's standard remedy for Iddney,
liver, bladder and uric add troubles the
National Remedy of Holland since 1696.
Three) sizes, all druggists.
Look foe tlw aaase Cold Medal aa every bos
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EASILY KILLED
, .
TODAY

I

Could Perceive Something of the
low Now.

Fel-

There was nothing I could do to avert
discovery, no place in which I could
crouch In hiding. The newcomer moved
swiftly, knowing his way through the
darkness, and I had scarcely opportunity to even glance backward when
he rounded the corner and bumped Into me.
"What the h 111" he exclaimed,
startled at the encounter. "Why, d n
It Charlett, what are you slouching
here for? You're Charlett. ain't you?"
"Tes," I muttered, the assent actually
frightened out of me; then added
lamely, "I couldn't remember the signal."
The fellow laughed softly, releasing
his grip on my coat.
"If you attended more meetings
you'd be letter perfect," he said, his
English without an accent. "Where
have you been the last month out of
town?"
"In Washington," I ventured, praying the swift answer might suffice.
"Oh, I see," more heartily. "So you
were the one Alva sent? Did the woman come back with you?"
The woman I Who could he mean
but the same girl who had been wait
ing In the saloon? I had ventured already too far to draw back.; I must
take yet another chance, an answer,
"Not with me ; that would be too
risky. She Is here, though."
"Good enough. That means money.
Let's go In."
He pushed pest, and J followed, to- -

1

Ifou Always Get
full food value for your
money when you. eat

Fifty-Fift- y

oa a Million

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

"Fit .'for the Goda."
Fragrant woods have always been
held in highest esteem among primitive people and were considered especially pleasing to the gods, says the
AcForestry Magazine.
American
cordingly, they have -- figured prominently in their religious ceremonies
and burial rites. Sandalwood la of
""
the first rank.
'

The man whose only thought Is for
himself has little use for brains.
.

.

Each golden granule of this attractive
wheat and malted barley food is rich
in nutriment for body and brain. .
Serve GrapeNuts direct from the
packet for breakfast or lunch.
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Elmer E.' Veederl
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An Outing in New Mexico's'

hills

1

to the "Old Home

A Vacation Visit

Mf

East Las Vegas,
New Blexico

71 '
-v

;-

No. 11953.
rh otherwise might be
To provide Taction' opportunities
'nied the pleasure ana heaefit'of, change, aai frat,
ton
and Sunday Herald has arranged to próvida a
Angeles, Saa Diego, and the ocean Beaches of Southern; California, ( Puu-ma- a
for-tho-

de- -

se

a

3

itriptkkfctt

TREASURY

OF THE CURRENCY.

and meals enroute included) for every person in New Mexico, young
subscriptions to
or old.' who turns in forty (40) annual
The Daily and Sunday Herald.
1, ;:;
j
hills of New MexFor those who prefer an outing in the pine-cla- d
ico; or a vacation trip "back to the old home," The Herald will provide
an amount equal to the total cost of the, California trip offered above;
subscriptions to The Daily
upon receipt of forty (40)
Herald.
'Sunday
and
.,
paid-ia-advar- te

'

-

Washington,D.C."
April 18, 1921.

3.

.

This offer is open to every citizen of
NEWMEXICO
No matter where you live; if your home is 'within' the boundaries of New- Mexico, this offer of a vacation with traveling expenses paid, is at your
command.

,

You can have your Vacation Trip in return
For A Few Hours Work In Spare Time
additional cost,

a1

subscription to.;
The foremost magazine for the home.

paid-iri-advan- ce

PICTORIAL, REVIEW

wy2-wjüV-

NW14-NW1-

Don't Delay Your Action On This Opportunity Clip and Mail this Coupon TODAY
(Coupon)

s

SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT
The Herald, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Send me a book of vacation trip order blanks and full information
about your vacation offer.

(Name)...:

(Town)

(Write name plainly)

..,

(Give R. R., P.

0. Box or St., No.)
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NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton, New Mexico. May 18th 1921
NOTICE is hereby given that
J. W. Orr, devisee of Nathan R.
Wright, Dec'd, Mobeetie, Texas,
who, on June 8, 1916, made
Homestead Entry, No. 022303,
for Nia of Section 33, Township
17N, Range 31E, N.M.P. Meridian.
Has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land
above described, before A. A.
Wynne, U.S. Commissioner, at
his office in Mosquero, New
Mexico, on the 14th day of July
'

1921.

Claimant names as witnesses:
II. S. Hamby,

R. N. Rogers,

J. S. Baker, and C. L. Flowers,
all of. Gallegos, New Mexico.
:

Paz Valverde,
FOR SALE: Good German
Millet Seed; none better in the

state. Price at ranch 2'2c per
lb. Bring your own sacks.
F. M. Woodard .
Roy, New Mexico.
Route "A"
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
Lea-therma- n's

interest in the water
business and will furnish water
at 20c per barrel in tank lots
and 25c in single lots. Leave
orders at the Fairview Pharma- -

.'

cy.

FOR PUBLICATION

Department pf the Interior
U. S. LAND OFFICE AT CLAY

TON, NEW MEXICO
May, 26,1921
NOTICE is hereby given that
Julianita L. C. de Baca of Buey-ere- s,
New Mexico, who, on Sept
16th, 1918, and April 13, 1918
made Homestead Entry Applica
tion SeYial No. 022857 and 024

We are closing out our Auto
and Tractor oils.
BAUM BROS
SOY,
NEW MEXICO.
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay
ton, New Mexico. May 16th 1921
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James W. Johnson Jr.

4,

The Ü. S. L. battery
has proved its value, it
is not an unknown quality, and it is always bet
ter to be safe than sorry
We have new batteries
on hand at all times. . .

U,

Magneto, starter, gene
rator and battery repair
work promptly done.

Free Water
and
Inspection

4,

ANDERSON BATTERY
COMPANY

NEV..-SEM-

SEIÍ-SEV4-

E.J.H.Roy
Surveying and Mapping
County Surveyor

n

No-ber- to

Land Matters before the Department of the

Lo-vat- o,

Department of the Interior
U. & LAND OFFICE AT CLAY
.TON, NEW MEXICO
May, 26, 1921
NOTICE is hereby given that
Nestor C. de Baca, of Bueyeros
New Mexico, who, on April 13th
Entry
1918, made Homestead
Application Serial No. 022885,

for

W-S-

SWVi-NE- i;

E;

NOTICE
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FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton, New Mexico. May 16th 1921
NOTICE is hereby given that
Meliton Lovato, of David) New
Mexico, who; on April 13, 1918,
nade Addtl, Homestead Entry,
No. 022981, for NW7i of Section
7, Township 17N, Range 32E,
;
'"'
;
N.M.P. Meridian.
Has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land
vbove described, before A. A.
vVynne, U.S. Commissioner, &t
his office in Mosquero, New
Mexico, on the 8th, day of July,
,

-

d

Interior Contests, etc

FOR PUBLICATION

Section 15, Township 19 N. of
Rain again practically every Range 31 E. N. M. P. Meririan,to
has filed notice, of intention
day this week is getting the
make Three Year Proof, to esroads in pretty bad shape for tablish claim to the land above
traffic. We hope the new com- described, before A. A. Wynne
missioners of Harding County U.S. Commissioner, at Mosquero
will get busy and see that we New Mexico, on July 20, 1921.
as witnessess:
work done this Claimant names Baca, Reyes
get some-roaFulgencio C. de
summer.
Olivas, and Julianita L. C. de
Baca, of Bueyeres, New Mexico
1921.
Boys get your bells ready ; and Luis C. de Baca, of Rosebud
''
Mexico.
New
Claimant names as witnesses :
we are advised that a big wedVALVERDE,
PAZ
J. Twatn.' J. Olmedo
Pvlm
"
ding i3 booked for early July.
Mancheg0 Jose B. Raeif aii of
Tí
Nothing for publication yet.
i
r
Ü:
TnpL,Ti David, New Mexico, and Reyes
'Attended
a
Mtf Popchof ;D,awsoo.
of Buyeros, New Mexico.
in" Roy "Tuesday
PaZ VsTverdel"
the Robertson sale 'last Monday. was
,,
liegistar.
,
lie was looking lor a good team. J brands
.'

-

1

-
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1

tice aad
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is hereby given that
of David, New
i;
064, for
Mexico, who, on April 16, 1918
Sec. 3, T. 18, R. 3l"E,
made Homestead Entry, No.
i;
Sec. 21 and
and 023253,- for WV&SWVi and Wi2
a
rn
e o4.;
u:
NW14 section 28, Township 19 Mun
" ?i,"w"wu.'
..
S',137705. ' for
:v
N. of Range 31 E. N. M. P. Mer W
t aim l vi
'
ixi h
on nrti
k
is
NWV.-SEiSec.
3EA, SWVL;
idian, has filed notice of inten- dian.
,,
Sec. 34, T, 19N
tion to make Three Years Final
Has filed notice of intention 35,
1 and 2. Sec.
R.
Lots
24E,
and
Proof, to establish claim to the to make Final Three Year Proof,
land .above described, before A. to establish claim to the land 3, ownship 18N, Range 24E, N.
A. Wynne, U. S. Commissioner above described, before A. A. IP. Meridian.
at Mosquero. New Mexico on Wynne, U.S. Commissioner, at Has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof,
July 20, 1921.
his office m Mosquero, New
Claimant names as witnessess: Mexico, on the 6th day of July. to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H.
Fulgencio C. de Baca, Nestor C. 1921.
de Baca, and Reyes Olives of Claimant names as witnesses : Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
Roy.. New Mexico-oBueyeres, New Mexico, Luis C.
Reyes Olivas, of Buyeros, New his office at
clay
of July, 1921.
the 6th
Mexico, and Tiofilo Salazar,
de Baca, of Rosebud, New
names as witneses:
Claimant
Gonzales and Meliton
Oscar Kidd, Luther Corneal,
PAZ VALVERDE,
of David, New Mexico.
Webb Kidd and A. I. Burleson,
Register
Paz Valverde,
all of Roy, New Mexico.
Register.
A. M. Bergere,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Register.
NOTICE

Juan Mestas,

'

his office at Roy. New Mexico, NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
In testimony whereof witness on the 11th day 0 July, 1921.
Department of the Interior
my hand and Seal of office this Claimant names as witnesses:
Otis Arbogast, F. B. Misner,
Eighteenth day of April, 1921.
W. M. Bruggeman,
and T. M. U. S. LAND OFFICE AT CLAY
Brown, al fo Mills, New Mexico.
TON, NEW MEXICO
(SEAL)
Paz Valverde,
May, 26, 1921
'
Register.
given that
hereby
is
NOTICE
Kane
P.
T.
Hollie R. Johnson, of Solano,
Acting Comptroller NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION New Mexico, who, on August
of the Currency.
25th, 1916, made Addl HomeDo you know you are missing
stead Applicaton, No. 022874,
TO
PUBLIC
NOTICE
some mighty fine pictures at the
Section 24
NWVi-NEV- i,
0
Roy Theatre every Saturday for
27 E, N.
Range
19
N.
Township
All persons knowing them night. The managers Eberhart
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
selves to be indebted to Mr. or
and Nickens are showing the of ntention to make Firfal Thre
Mrs. J.W.Robertson will call and
best pictures that they can get. Year. Proof, to establish claim
or
me
on
make settlement with
and you can see just as good pic- to the land above described bebefore June 20th, 1921.
Fred S.Brown
tures at Roy, as you can at Ve- fore F. H. Foster, U. S. ComSpecial Master gas or Raton. Come out tonight missioner, at his owce at Roy,
New Mexico, on July 19, 1921.
and see for your self.
Claimarft names as witnessess:
JOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Oscar Stephens, H. E. Dean,
The Chautauqua is in full J. C. Lloyd and J. W. Bowman
Department of the Interior,
Swing this week and the public
'
Mxico.
,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at San- are enjoying some excellent pro all of Solano, New
PAZ VALVERDE,
ta Fe, New Mexico,
grams both afternoon and even
1921.
Register.
May 20,
ing.
NOTICE is hereby given that
George M. Tower,' of Hoy, Mora
STRAYED Collie dog, very
Co, New Mexico, who, on May FOR SALE One five year od
timid, any information leading
1, 1918, and April, 26, 1921. mare, sound and well broke,
to recovery will be appreciated.
made Addtl, Homestead Appli- - will weigh 1100 or better. See
James Christman, Roy, N. M.
Cation, JNO. 035743. and No. I. C. Dodds. City.

-

Register.

I have bought out Mr,

NOTICE

W-S-

H,

)

o&

..We fear

,

Seal-Esta- te

at 19 percent ; , km

Whereas, by satisfactory evidence presented to the undersigned,
it has bee made to appear that
S "The First National Bank Of
3 Ray" in the Village of .Roy
I in the County of Harding and
State of New Mexico has com
plied with all the provisions of NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
the Statutes of the United
Department of the Interior,
States, required to be complied
s with before an association shall
3
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay
be authorized to commence the
ton,
New Mexico. May 17th 1921
business of Banking;
NOTICE 13 hereby given that
Now therefore I, Thomas P. Victor E. Bixby, of Mills, New
Kane, Acting Comptroller of the Mexico, who, on March 19. 1918.
Currency, do hereby certify that and May, 3rd, 1921, made Home
"The First National Bank Of steads Applications No. 025873,
Roy" in the Village of Roy in and No. 026063, for
SE-SNWi
the County of Harding and SW14-SENE14-SWSE14,
is
authoNew
Mexico,
of
State
rized to commence the business oecuon w,
bMt
of Banking as provided in Sec- NWy4. and
Sec
tion Fifty one hundred and sixty 31, Township 21N, Range 25E,
nine of the Revised Statutes of w.M.f . Meridian.
Has filed notice of intention
the United States.
to make Final Three Year Proof,
CONVERSION OF The Roy to establish claim to the land
Trust and Savings Bank, Roy above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
New Mexico.
E-SE-

It's easy to sell The Herald, because it's New Mexico's best daily and
Sunday, newspaper.
But to make it all the easier for you, we've arranged for you, to offer with each annual subscription "to The Herald, at no

to loan

BaumBros.

paid-in-advan-

a

imfiU

'.

yea want?.

'

DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF COMPTROLLER

,

8ch:'

'''-- .

;

;.-.'-

EafikCldi,

.'
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NOTICE
quicST payments.
Tell úi y mar.
We are bow ready, to build fLtaae? troubles, we caa hejjg
that fire proof house or garage yoa.v:'í;
for you, out of cement ' steaua
Schultz and Johnson.
cured blocks or brick, bath face
or common finish. Tiua is the
BAUM
OTHESS ARE
ho3ow wall system which means
ONE 1XINUTB
SELLING
a dry house, we sis d General
WASHING
MACHINES
Contracting and Carpenter and
ON THE INSTALLMENT
Still work.
Roy cement Product Co. .';
PLAN FOR A DOLLAR
John Q. Ilombaker, Prop.
AND YOU PAY
DOWN
'
Boy, NIL
;'
BALANCE OUT OF YO''
UR CREAM CHECK
ADOBES
WRINGERS FROM $1.00
PLENTY OF THEM
TO $10.00. CALL AND
SEE THEM ';
.1
I will make you Adobes and
lay. them in the wall for $35.00
per thousand, you to furnish the
ground and water.
I have had 25 years exoerien- ce and guarantee my work. Let
me figure with you on that builD
ding you are contemplating.
Jose Alearlo Griego,
Roy, New Mexico.

Room 9, First Nat'l
Pine-Cla-d

-

J. E. Eitsey Company.

ATTORNEY
AT

1921.

ayear topsy.

i

CALIFORNIA
3a

SATUTAT,'

Tin

Department of the Interior,
U. S..LANDOFFICE at Clayton, New Mexico. May 17th 1921
NOTICE is hereby given that
Harry E. Stafford, of Roy, New
Mexico, who, on" September I4tn
1918, made Homestead Entry,
No. 025178, for, SEVi; Sec. 22
SEVi-NEV-

NVo-NE-

i,

Si2-SEV-

and

Si2-NWV-

i,

i.

NE14-SEV- i,

Sec. 27. NEViJ
Section 34, To-

wnship 19N, Range 25E, N.M.
P. Meridian
Has filed notice of intention'
to make Final Three Year Proof,;
to establish claim to the Jand
above described, before F. xi;
Foster, U. S. CommissioTÍer,' at
his office at Roy,' New Mexico,
on the 13th- day, of July, 1921;
Claimant names as wítnésesí.
R. L. Sansbury, Webb Kidd,
J. II. Sansbury, and R.R. Leach,
all of Roy, New Mexico.
Pas jydverdo,
4
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FRESH BREAD at all
times 10 cents straight
FANCY BAKERY
GOODS
JUST LIKE MOTHER USE TO MAKE1 ONLY BETTER

"TRADE At HOME",

' -

!

CANDY, CIGARS AND SOFT DRINKS.

Ideal Bakery, litíoniectionery

G.MXEWISPropr- -

2)

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

ROY, HARDING COUNTY NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY,

N

. Judge
Smith . .of Mosquero.
was., up to the. County High

SPANISH: AMERICAN
.

,.

Published

..--

by

JUNE 25, 1921.

School, town .Wednesday.

:

'

'
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THE SPANISH AMERICAN PRINTING COMPANY
Prank" L. Schultz Editor.
Wra. G. Johnson. Associate Editor.
Subscription $ 2.00 Per .Year
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iiossiins- oiuawson was
the firrt of he week visit

down

li

ing' relatives and friends and
the. Robertson
attending
sale.
Canvass of 7,847 Editors Shows
Ben reports everything quiet at
-

7,393 Communities Against

Dawson.

"

Abolishing. Weed.
:-

-

-

;.

,

.

EiUrai.aa

second-clas-

KIUISTIBEI)

ACGU9T17,

181

j

,

mattar; at the postofics inlRoy; New Mexico

s

AIftlS

LOSE

THREE

The Blue prints have been received of the Roy Cemetery and
the Board will be ready to sell
lots within a fewdays.

STATES,

Utah, Under Mormon Influence, Only
vummonweaiin to Adopt HrohlbU
tion Measure During Year.

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
.

PRIDE AS WELL AS ECONOMY SHOULD PROMPT YOU TO
PATRONIZE HOME INSTITUTIONS

IN MANY COMMUNITIES, the people take a great personal pride in trading with their home merchants. They feel
that it is their duty to ' give the home merchants every opportunity to meet his competitor's prices. This is hardly so with
the great majority of the people in this community. A great
many of them only go their home stores as a last resort.
.
It is a fact that many persons pay more for their goods
elsewhere than the local merchants charge and while persons
are going out of town to do their buying, the number of persons
coming into Roy from outside points in quest of bargains, has
been increasing lately. The news seems to have spread outside
of our local confines that Roy is a business and bargain center
and people are coming to do their shopping here.
At the same time there are many persons who do not display the requisite 'confidence in their home town and they persist in overlooking their best bets at home.
Why hot take a little more interest in your home ;town,
and show some of that spirit which is making other cities great
and progressive. The stores can only be as great as you, the
people will permit them to become, and the way to permit them
to grow is by. your patronage,
)
"
Of course we do not' advocate paying more for goods in order to trade in Roy or accepting inferior articles, but we do believe that there 'are many persons who are not giving the live
up to the rninute home merchants a chance.
Take for, instance the merchants who sell foodstuffs. They
are out after your business every week. They have been doing
Tt for years, arid they have taught a considerable portion of the
city as well is outside communities, that you can supply your
table at less cost than anywhere else ir or around Northeastern
':
:,..CV- VAK,
Hew Mexico..
V
These merchants" are doing Roy a real service, because they,
are bringing people here. .They are doing something, for the'
town, and the. people of this community should display! a keener
interest in their welfare, by visiting their stores first," or at
least looking over their merchandise," and compare ' their prices
with those that are, offered elsewhere. All these merchants ask
is a fair chance. They do not feel that they should be overlooked because they are your neighbors and your home merch.;.
ants.z
.
:i
Take a little time off the next time that, you are In ''.Hoy.
and compare the outside prices., with these progresive merchants who are striving to do something for the tows, community
and everybody in
.
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The Proof of the Pudding
is'jthe Eating.
If

patrons.

you don't believe our products are good, ask our

J. M. Elder, Proprietor.

NOTICE

'

r

OUR
SPECIAL PROPOSITION

,,

ON
HAIL INSURANCE
'
--

1

'

:;

Address all inquiries

to;

McCarger & Hooper

','

P.OY7 NEW MEXICO.

"WE INSURE ANYTHINÚ AGAINST EVERYTHING"
l'WiiZXJrZifr'Jim.S;-)-

!

'i

'iXonly NATIONAL

fcÁNK in the'
.County, as. well as the oldest
'..
and largest.

.

Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Procter of
Mills were in Roy Thursday oír
business. J. B. is selling real

.

,

s

estate these days and is planning a fine little booklet that
will tell our friends back east
all about Harding County.

'

.

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE BANK
..

"

''.-''-

"

;

' A good bank for everyone

the country by the Press Service
W. H. McCarger was "a
Company of New York City.
visitor in Las Geeras the
The questions asked were:
latter part of last week.
(1) Do you favor the enactment of
laws prohibiting the personal'' use 'of
'News has been received in
tobacco by adults?
Roy that a fine baby boy arriv(2) In your Judgment does ttie gened at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
eral sentiment of your community
Lee Anderson in LaPorte, Indifavor such legislation?
(S). Is the use of tobacco personal- ana on the morning of June 19th
'
The little fellow will be known
ly objectionable to you?
No arguments accompanied the ques- as James Granville
after his
tions and from their form it was Im- father and grandad Kitchell.
possible for any editor to determine Word from LaPorte says
that Mrs. D. M. Finley and Miss
the attitude of the questioners.
he tips the scales to 8 lbs and Alice Wright
Out of 12,518 editors questioned,
from
, returned
is an exact' picture of his motlh
7,847 replied according to tile summary
a visit with relatives and friends
given. These editors, It Is estimated, er who was formerly Bessie in Newport and other Indiana
represent a combined circulation of Kitchen of this place. Here's towns Friday. They report a
21,870,040.
Of the 7,817 editors reply- hoping the young gentleman
great visit and a good time, al-ting, 7,393, or 95 per cent, represent lives to be as great a man as
we could tell that Mrs. Fin-le- y
public sentiment in their communities President Harding.
was
gkd to get back, and D.
o
as opposed to
legislation.
M. was a thousand times more
Only 200 editors, or 3 per cent of
List your farm with J. B. glad to see them return, yet
those replying believed there was any
considerable sentiment favorable to Proctor the real estate man at Mrs. Finley was glad to see the
tobacco prohibition.
There were 174, Mills, N. M. he gets you the buy- "Old Home" once more. She
or 2 per cent, in doubt, while 20 fuiled ers.
25. 2 says it was 106 in the shade
to record their Judgment

''

"

"

"

.

,

ho

George Ray and wife made a
Editors' Judgment Unbiased
"It Is of special interest to note trip to Raton the first of the
that 509 editors In answering the first week by auto.
question,
personally favored such
legislation, although only 200 of them
Wm. Sch'oenerstedt was a
reported that public opinion also fabusiness visitpr .in Roy .Weflnesr
vored theprohlbltion of tobacco an
indication of the conscientious effort day and made a rrieasant call on
.
while in town.
made by toe editors to distinguish pub- the
'

The First National Bank has
had a fine new sign placed in
front of the bank containing
the words "The First National
Bank.'' It is a dandy sign and
adds much to the appearance of
this up to date institution.

W. A. Davenport and W. J.
Waggoner and son were in Roy
on business the last of the week.
They report no hail in their seclast Saturday in Indiana, while tion of the Mesa.
at Newport Mrs. Finley went
down to Terre Haute and called
The Ideal Bafcerjf has
on Editor Johnson's father and
the. services of a professional
families
who are
brothers and
in the creamery business in. that baker, and they are now in a
'
serve you, with A
town.
v position
fine line of bakery goods.
1

,

&-A-

lic opinion from .their- own personal
opinions,"' the' article continues. ;'.',,
"The highest percentage of replies
reporting public opinion favorable-toprohibition of tobacco came from Utah
where' 42 peí cent ..of ; the editor
thought the public were fór such a
movement.
Utah Is the only state
which has glnce; adopted an ant!- -'
cigarette law,. The Í result whg forecast by several of the editors who
6lated that the Influence of the Mormon Church was against tobacco The
Mormon Church is also strong In Idaho,
which Is the other state where the use
of tobacco was recently prohibited,
but the governor has signed the bill
Just passed, In which the prohibitory
legislation is1 repealed.
In this state
89 per cent of the editors estimate
sentiment In their communities as
against tobacco prohibition, which,
nevertheless, Is 6 per cent below the
average reported opposition..
"The legislature f Tennessee some
weeks ago passed' and the governor
has signed a bill repealing the
law of that state. The questionnaire showed 9.3 per cent of its
editors believed the public against
legislation.
The legislature of Arkansas has also passed a
bill repealing its
lav. In
this state 94 per cent of the editors
reported against tobacco prohibition,

f

1

,

FLOERSHE

!

,

ROY, NEW MEXICO.

JUNE 25, 1921.
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v

'
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j
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Arizona' Practical Joke
"A bill, introduced in the current
session of the. legislature of Arizona
to prohibit smoking In public dining
rooms and other public places, was
first amended to prohibit the consumption in public of peanuts, chewing
gum, tea and coffee and then defeated
by the senate.
The questionnaire
returns from that state were 92 per
cent 'no.'
"In Iowa where the 'no's?: were 95
pei cent a bill to repeal the
law has been passed and
signed by the governor. T
"A bill to repeal the
law In Kansas, with 89 per cent Wb,'
Ir receiving the attention of Its legisíor, o
lature. Last year.,.
referendum In Oregon to prohibit the,
use of tobacco failed of sufficient signatures to bring the question to a
vote, and "95
of the ".'editora
declare their pubtto' against legislation.
In Oklahoma an
bill has
been reported . unfavorably - In the
bouse. ' The editors of that state reported 94per cent against Its public,

C'pyplRlit)WllBl.V.PrlcCo.

.
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-
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'
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In buying á suit do you buy PRICE or do : you want QUALITY?
That is the tnain- thing you should think about and you get both in Ed.
V. Price & Co., Clothes.

"

BEFORE INSURING YOUR
WHEAT CROP DON'T FAIL TO
FIND OUT ABOUT

Capital andSurplus' $60,000.00

anti-tobacc- o

GOLDEN WEST DAIRY

"

ROY

e'

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money cheerfully
refcnded.

.

OF

Mrs. J. L. Hayes of Raton, was
Roy several days this' week
in
"Is tobacco going to have its scalp
added to the belt of the prohibitionist attending to business and tan-i- n
g a look at the good old. Mesa.
beside that of the lamented but as
yet not altogether late alcohol?''- is. Yes. Mrs. Hayes and son Guy
the question asked by Garret Smith and family are coming back
in an article in the current issue of just like they ail do and we aré
glad to have them back on the
Leslies Magazine."
The writer reaches the conclusion Mesa again.

Some months ago, a number of our leading business men
and farmers organized a Club, or in other words a Chamber of
Commerce, and for a time it proved of quite ah interest to the
people all over the Mesa, but today it is at a stand still.As the prospects of the community are looking bright for
the future, then why not get together again, and talk on subjects
that will interest everyone here, and will prove of some benefit
to Roy and the Mesa. Why should we be at a stand still? for
that while there has been increased
no reason whatever.
agitation and legislative activity on
every
we
year,
are
sure
have
a
this
that
fair
Are we going to
farmer on the Mesa will be interested in it, and by having the the subject of tobacco following the
Chamber of Commerce to take charge of same, (if they wake up) success of the) drive for prohibition
liquor the efforts of reformers seekit is bound to be a sucess. All that is necessary,, is for some of
ing
to abolish tobacco have no general
one to take the lead, and' the rest will be easy.
support.
This opinion is based on the
you
have had
WAKE UP. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
enough sleep, get a little pep and live, spirit in you, Call a meet- results of the questionnaires on the
subject sent out to newspaper editors
ing and lets go.
of

,

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

trtk;

I

THE MEAT DEPARTMENT
Mr. Wm. Astler of Santa Fe has leased our Meat Market
and will endeavor to give you the best of Meats at all times.

support

.

"Outside, of Utah, ; where , Mormon
Influence predominates,'' the articlé
concludes,? "the-- triovV
ment appears,' as In the case of Tennessee, Arkansas and Iowa, to be losing ground and Is not to any considerable extent supported, by the peo- -

It will be run strictly cash in order that he may give you
the choicest meat at prices that you would get in the cities,:

antf-tobac-

p'e"

',

r

....

The friends of ..tobacco feel particularly elated over this showing,
h
as 1920-2- 1 was a maximum year'
In legislative circles with' 42 sfiite
In session' and the tobacco gul
ject received an unusual amount of

. .

has style

A. Shoe which

'

quality and fit.

Inas-moc-

consideration.

t

Just what you are
for J.'

iriB

look- -

,v.,-A-..-

,

'"Hi
i

'

'.

Give him a

trail and you will be satisfied.

1
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FATJO'S HONEY
Fancy Comb

aramMi-AMEKHJA-
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MORA .VALLEY NEWS..

Extracted Honey Items as ribbed, by Special Cor-- .
' '
respondent
Still.it rains! every other day
with an extra frequently. ..The
"
Retailed by all
valley js soaked to . saturation
Leading Grocers
some oats on the high land is
Italian Bees, .and Queens
:

Fop sale by the case
and in 5 gal. cans '

"

1

growing fine, but all crops in
thé low land is damaged and de
Mex.llay
hl Uo much water. Our
r.u. vox Springer, New
ía inusuy uiuvyneu oui,
gaiueu
one ' good feature is that the
New Perfection" oil
cook. weeds are' drowned too.
Sunday was a perfect day and
Stoves at Roberts & 01 ver.
many Mora people joined a number from Vegas' and elsewhere
H. A. Gray, agent for the' E. in spending the day picknick-in- g
P. & S. W. R. R. has received
and fishing, up iri the cannotice that all articles intended yons; Rio de la Casa.' in C. Ü;
for flood relief will be sent free Strong's pasture above ; Cleveby the railroads. . So if you land is one of the most pictureshave anything to offer them que places and many enjoyed
take it to the Local Red Cross the day there. Most of them
who will see that it ..is properly fished for trout with more or
labeled and shipped.
' less success (mostly less) It

Fatjo Apiaries

"

'

.

"

is

remarkable that the parties

spent most of their time
pint can Floorlac stain who
picking wild flowers brought
varnish price 30c One good back the most
trout also.
quality varnish brush, price 15c
All of the Mora delegation to
for 10c at Roberts & Olver.
the big doms at Mosquero have
arrived home safely. We plan
ned to- - leave Emilio Sanchez
thee but he got homesick. We
SIX
'11 send him back next week.
The little three year old
daughter of County Clerk, and
Mrs. Cosme Garcia, died Mon
day after a long illness from
WITH
Anemia, following Flu last winter. She has been a patient lit
tle sufferer and all that medical science could do was done to
save her. The funeral was
held Tuesday, at the old family
PREPAID
home at Chacon. Friends have
done all in their power to show
in Attractive Case
One

GILLETTE
Blades

.

Holder

$125

their sympathy for the

bereav-e-

family.
Mora has signed up for a base
ball game with Wagon Mound
at W. M. July 3rd, at their celebration. They are recovering
from the defeat Holman hand
ed them recently.
A hail storm last Friday beat
the gardens and leaves from the
trees up pretty badly,
Our cow got sick during our
absence last week at Mosquero,

Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Money Refunded
This offer for a limited
time only.

Remit by money order
stamps)
or cash--(- no

Frad Razor Co.

.jr..
'

'

BRAND
'

'

.;

.Yes. Yes; It háiléd.'it'teade f Everybody... is. busy replanting
some fields look as if a mowing corn, alter so much was washed
machine had been used, c A out 'and most everyone is plannumber of .people were .at the' ning a big harvest.
Robertson sale, anden their
We are all glad to see Miss
home found '.their fields Analee at home again, she will
and many others covered- - with: perhaps be home for .a while
hail and water, quite a few caiv now, as she has graduated from
ried" some insurance,,, while. moth- High School. She is one of our
ers had none.
.most popular young ladies, and
J. G. Green and family, Clem. all need her here, and. welcome
Davis, wife and niece were the her back again-.- .
V
v
x
Sunday guests at the
Mrs. Ralph Hazeri was- takn
Beard ho.me. .. ,, ....
ill at the home of Mrs. "Dón
.
,;.Mrs. Fred Davis and baby vis- Bradley,, he was in a very seriited .the; parental home a few ous condition for several hours,
dayá last. weeks.,
Dr. Daniels was called, so far we
Roy Freeman and wife were are all glad that she is improvthe Sunday guests at the 'J. M. ing, and out of "danger, altho it
Johnson home last week.
will be some time before she
Mr. Cockrell. an old home- will be able to get around much.
steader of this vicinity, was visEverybody was watching the
iting old friends a few days last Airplane Sunday, and wished
week. Mr. Cockrell like many they were it it, seems nice to
others, sold his place but can- get such a good view of it,
not find a home as dear' as the Miss Yanalee Bradley was brave
old "Homestead.!'
enough to take a ride in it.
Mrs. Cora Hazen, was a visDO YOU NEED A PIANO itorsat Mrs. Morford's
during
Wednesday and Thursday.
If so, here is your chance to
C. C. Moore and family attenget either a piano or player-pian- o ded the celebration both days,
at a special price.
and, most everyone did.
Near Roy we have a beautiful
Mr. and Mrs. C. Driskill and
late style
plain case Mr. and Mrs..Beem, spent Sun
piano at a special price and day in Mosquero, and attended
terms. ,
the. convention.
Also a modren
Mr. White visited the Brad
player-pian- ó
including a num- ley neighborhood this week.
ber of rolls, at a price that will
Alvin Wilson is in this neigh
surprise
you.
Reasonable borhood writing a lot of hail in
terms. Write today for fur- surance.
ther particulars to
Mrs. Quaschnick visited Mrs
Music Co., Denver, Colo. 2 C. Driskill Monday.
Mrs. Frank Smith was in So
the State Manual Training De- lano Friday on business.
partment, Santa Fe, visited he' Al Claud visifed the Randle
Mora Institute last Wednesday home Sunday.
and addressed the students.
Boyd Leatherman and John
Mrs. S.. Gallegos, nee Tillie Lbwery called at the Hall home
"

ÜTIIER PEOPLE WAJSJl
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There's n o t hing surer than,
this,- that other

.

-

people are. "after,
--

..

.

,

.J.-..M-

.
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'yqur.'coin.-ft
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Spend,
um ing
other' people
the bank,
itrrthe--

i

br-

it
and,,. it swells.
their surplus.-

...

,

it

Save

de-

posit it in your
own name
and
each month of
toil

will

you. so

boost
much

nearer the invest
ment period and
ultimate success.

.

te

;

II-

:

Allow us to recommend an Account in the
Citizens State Bank for the saving period has
helped others, will help you.

.

'
'

CITIZENS STATE BANK
MillsNewMexico

te

Knight-Campbe-

Little Need of Service

ll

-

Branch is visiting relatives here Friday.
while her husband is canvassing
Virgil Anderson was out to
the valley with his. pictures.
see some of our ambitious farmn
The
people are ers Tuesday trying to sell some
here again today and the Coun- oi nis luimeiy inresners.
ty Board of Education is trying T. A. Rice has been very il
to solve their difficulties. Will the past few days, Dr. Daniels
report with what success next was called. Mr, Rice is now

.

Levi-Nola-

week.

improving.

A powerful influence in'attracting buyers to the
OilPull is its rare need for service.
A tractor that is working in the field instead of
lying idle in the repair shop is the one that is mak-- ;
ing profits for its owner.
TheOilPuIl is in service continually--no-t
in tieed
of ser vice. It is ready to go any minute of the day,
summer and winter, and will keep going steddily
hour after hour with a minimum need of attention.
It is designed for uncommon strength in every
part it is built to endure the hardest kind of farm
work for years. Frame, wheels and in fact every
detail of every unit are made better and stronger
than would seem necessary at first thought.
It is this extra strength and quality coupled
with many advantages in design that has made
it
easily possible for the OilPull to excel in tractor
performance, durability and small need of service.
There is a choice of four sizes
0
and 0 H. P. a size for every farm!.

The action of a jury in Taos
Mr. Jackson and the Bently
but for the timely ánd expert
county
U,
last week in finding "Not family visited the Jackson farm
C.
care of State Treasurer,
Strong, who is a veterinary of guilty" the man who assaulted wnicn ne nas just recently pur
Anderson Garage & Machine Works.
no mean accomplishments, we and almost killed Dr. Tavlor. chased from Al Driskill, they
"! '
the Presbyterian Missionary were, lalso looking at the fane
Roy, New Mexico.'
might have lost her.
who',
by an emergency wheat crops, they seem to be
We1 read with interest, 'Ben doctor,
Brown's history of Mosquero, operation, saved the life of the well pleased with the country
overlooking the ego which cant man's wife and baby, causes re and the Prospects fOr the Wheat,
Phil Quaschnick. is plowing a
truthfully tell the story of the gret here, where Dr. Taylor'and
town without enAappeiaring;. ja his nhilanthronhies are known fine field of sod
,.!,
Ralph' Hazéft and Webb Kidd
'
for he has been á ahd .regret that because of the
big factor in, its development. fact that his life, is not safe in ran into each other Wednesday
We are especially interested in the country wherein he worked night: and tore both cars up
the definition of the; name " for the good of humanity, the considerable," but did not hurt
Moquero", and recognize its" ap state is to losé one of the best either! one, Mr... Kidd had to
propriateness Mosquero is a men and surgeons in the mis leave his car where the accident
sure "Fly" town all right. ' But sionary work today.. We en- happened; it was1 in such a
Ben ! Why dont you tell us dorse the Santa Fe New Mex shape, that' it would 'hot ' run.
what that other word "Mo- icans scathing denunciation' of Ralph; went on in his, as it did
quero" means? In our present the deed of violence and the not damage his new Ford much.
Mr. Duvall,' Frank Salazar,
ignorance we might imagine it abse of the machinery of Jusmeant something dreadful, or tice which 'let the wouldv be as- Glen (McDaniels and mother,
!v!í1!,::::i'.::i,1:i:.1;h::'i,;Iií,,:;:!:
i,!,,,:!!;!,,:!
were at Ralph Hazen's Monday
we might think it meant same sassin go unpunished.
'
Can it be that there are on their way to Roy.
as "Mentiras" or but we'll
Our ambitious farmer M. S.
simply never get straight on it Americans so depraved that they
Dependable Battery Service,
if you dont tell us. We asked are Willing to allow the ignor- Woods; was to busy getting his
all
work guaranteed.
ance and prejudice of those who Spring; crops in, to attend the
a friend here and he said "Oh would
J. E. Busey Company.
deny
Mosquero.
native
mothers the Celebration at
just send Ben a handkerchief
assistance of Medical science in. The Aspgren family got
anchhe'll understand." "
Physician and Surgeon
the performance of their most Stuck in their touring car on
NOTICE '
.
inand
normal
students (
The
holy
motherhood,
celebration,
have
I
of
way
located
and
to
in Roy and
the
the
mission
their
structors took a half day off
Hemorrhoids cured withthe'
protection
'lot
of.
getting
in
Courts
when,
trouble
of
a
had
expect
to
make it my home.
Tuesday and had a picnic up the
out the knife No pain
'
Valley. They took along lunch by violence they seek to remain out.
or loss of time.y
and had a fine time trying to barbanans. '
I am a painter, paper hanMr. ffi W. Johnson of Solano
We admit' we are scared up
lure the wary trout and angling
Roy
ger
in
and decorator. Those
Visitor
business
a
was
about
.that "Threshermah's
Mosquero, New Mexico
a little for some easier "t ish ".
Week.; and. while here, made
wishing
any, thing done in
this
A good time is reported all Union," with the prospect for a pleasanf visit to the
ofthese
call on me and
linesj
$1, or less wheat and the means
;
round.
..'
I will guarantee you absoluto the
signiture
his
put
añd
fice
of
getting
to
getting
market
it
J. A. Stevenson, one of Mills
We are anxiously watching
te satisfaction.
Ust of our readers,' he" reports
hustling
farmers was in Roy I will appreciate your business
to see when the business men cornered to maintain
not
have
they
up
date,
to
that
way
no
out but to get
along "Garage Row" will get we see;
and treat you right.
received any hail in his neigh- Wednesday trading with our
busy and fill in that street so it into the Union and all of us be borhood, and the crops look bet- hustling merchants.
W. H. McANALLY;
threshers or header crews, n
wont so much resemble a
have.,
they,
ever
j
ter
than.
'Roy,
New Mexico.
We
to
apply
mean
job
for a
. .J. B. Procter at Mills, N. M.
Its a poor advertise(or.
position)
engiá
4s
it
as
ment for the business along it,
J. Appel has just received has over 50 farms listed, rangand people dont drive in unless neer or separator man, in order word from relatives in Germany ing from 80 acres to 3000 acres.
to have a chance to break even
If interested, write Br see him
they have to.
on
our wheat crop.' Failing in that his mother passed away
at once.
25, 2
A child died Sunday here
week
country
the first
we'll try.for a job, in a bar- n that
from the after effects of Meas- that
75
yéars,
age
of
May;
the
at
in
ge' or pitching::
. .We will pay out thousands
eis from which it had not recovAttorney Elmer Veeder and Mr. Appel has the sympathy of and thousands of dollars within
ered, another warning against
community
sad
in
hi$
the entire
the next few days for wheat
taking chances with sick child- family, of Las Vegas are pre- bereavettient.
'
..'
paring
to
move
to
ranch
their
hailed out during the late hail
ren.
Mills, N. M.
storms. If you have not yet inMonte Butler, of the old Wal- at Buena Vista, near La Cueva. MUtfWL'ViWirflifiinflfwy'fl
OfMr.
Veeder
have
will
a
La'
sured, better see us at once as
Dates at this office.
ton Hotel, is limping about with
HIGH GRADE REPAIR
in. Mora and practice- - his
thé wheat will be greater dama lame back the result of too fice
aged as it nears ripening. Just
strenuous effort the night of profession ás' well as' personally
Do you Eñow I have
supervise' his ranch,, which is
any ..little hail will damage
fishing
luck
flood.
His
the
! spent
years repairing.
.
wheat when it is ripening. Re- FOR SALE 311 acres 18 miles
Sunday didnt help it any either. one Of ie finest in Mora coun-where
watches;
Railroad
Mri.
ty.
envery
Veeder7is
we- - take your note for
member
valley
men
The cattle
of. the
'they had .to stand the
northeast of Mills and 24 miles
thusiastic pvér V ttyeit prospect;
premium.
Don't delay, in- north of Roy ; 50 acres
the
are being pinched by the pro ,tive
examination'
'Strictest
culti'
'4-- t
ranhIife
sure today. Schultz and John- vation and practicallyin every
cess of getting "Back to nor . Quite
known?- "improve--mént- s
a
of
number
Loans and Real
malcy and are figuring' their
jt is, the ; son, Insurance,.
acre can be , cultivated. One
Doi you know.
are being madeiin'Mora
f
'
Éstate. '"
,i
losses in big round dollars but this summer,
Wátch
tliat
tries
cheap
quarter fenced also a smaQ
Sahchz';
has
Mr.
the sheep men believe, they are
a ' Workman's skill and.
house and, other buildings on
large
a
installed
is- place.
every
a
little
Just
; nthe
the real victims and figure their in his shoe
better
grade
high.
not
$12.50 per acre takes
store' Which is a desue, Subscribe and see for you- this ranch;
losses in wool from last year
watch? Do you know
cash and terms
M.
cided
improvement
The
'
rself.'
still on ,. hand and the amount Back Co. is having some exposI Sise genuine' factory
on balance. See or write J. C
they will have to put up along ed
made material and that
Kirby Route, 1, Roy, N. M. "
concreted, aiid others
with both years wool clip to pay are walls.
I am 'well equipped to do '
J. Floérsheim and Edgar
improveand
making
repairs
18, 25- 2. 9; pi
yoor highgtade work?
their herders for this year's ments.
Floersheim
went to Wagon
herding. Its a hard graft gen
Bring me,, your, high- Mound
Saturday
returning
Work will start in ; earnest
Mary Pace teacher at the
tlemen. Your savings from 19 next week, on the new Mora ' grade work, have been
Monday morning. Mrs. Floerfor19 prices wont go far to cover
doing
others
Montoya
for
Pocket schoor'retúrñed
it
School building. Material is
sheim who is visiting at that
it but Were getting back.
W.J.7 years.
to
n- w being ' piled on the jrround
her
hómé
at Tuíarósá Sunday.
place will return in a few days
í ,
President' Jóhháthan H. Wag ;uid contractor,; Fabian Chavez,
HOESON
11.
worji.-thi- s
awe-1Bcarceiy
and in the meantime Edgar is rurresi is
ne
Yoür
Jeweler
'
p
to
job.
getting
the
warmed
.
week.
i'
Miller, of
,
School and Mrs-Ru12-2-

.
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MILLS AND VICINITY
We have had two nice days
since writing our , items , last
dStíndáy
week. I Thursday
hardly a cloud to be
theré-wíiseen in thé sky and the warm
sun poured out its , golden
gleams on the water soaked
landscape all dayv

Ansley returned Friday
from Amarillo Texas where he
We
has been for medical aid. much
him
report
glad
to'
are
improved in health.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Smith and
M. H. Smith spent Sunday at
;the parental Smith home south
S. T.

of

.town,

Wl9

Mrs. H. B.AÍbertsok is back
to her work at the WilsonCo.

'

--

,

'.

every-scene-

I

J. J. Pittman

!

'A

terrible hail storm of an

tour's duration put

its

in

un-

welcome appearance here last
Tuesday afternoon. It :: left
damaged and ruined wheat
fields, gardens and- even grass
it.
beat into the ground behind
J. C. Holtsclaw was on the
road between Abbott and Mills
when the hail storm struck him
and it beat his hands until they
were nearly frozen. He pulled
into MiHs a short time after the
storm had passed with . his car
top covered with hail and hail
piled on the fenders up to the
car doors.
,
'.

.

-

W;

Dr. Bright was in Mills last
Monday .and preached an interesting sermon. The ladies served dinner at the church.
E. D. Bartmess was off from
duty at the Wilson Co. Wednes-M. while he put a new roof
on a bed room which the hail
had beaten to pieces. He said
he scooped hail six inches deep
from the north side of his house
that day at 11:30 o'clock.
A.

J. D. 'Midena is having a
piece of sod broken on which he
expects to plant alfalfá. "
We wish to- extend our congratulations to the "Devil" If
he understands his wife like he
does a linotype we know they
will be happy
.

-

Inter-typThe !Devil" and the
fellows
are two different
altho we must admit that tfie
joke' is on us this time The

er

.

S-- A.

war-pric-

es

,

J

hog-wallo- w.

;

Geo E. Cochrane
THE

-
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varnish

pint can Floorlac stain
Drice

30c"' One

quality,varnish brush,
MfclQc"

good
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NOTICE OF PUBLICATION.

FÜÍt PUELICATION
Department oí toe Interior,

U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay-iaNew Mexico. May 16th 1921
NOTICE is hereby given that
Noberto Gonzales, of David,
New Mexico, who,, on April 18,
t918, made Homestead Entry
Ko; 2286Vfor EU NEyt and
1SE of Section" ToWhshi-19Ñ, Range31E, N.M.P. Men-ian,

p

n.

v

fias, filed notice ;of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land

-

--

above described, before A. A.
Wynne, U.S. Commissioner, at
his office in Mosquero, New
Mexico, on the 6th day of July.
1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Tiofilo Salazar, Jaan Mestas.
Meliton Lovato and J. Olmedo
Manchego. all of David, New
Mexico.
Paz Valverde,
.

'

'Register.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton, New Mexico. May 16th 1921

is hereby given that
Luisita Sperr, of David, New
NOTICE

Mexico, who, on April 16, 1918,

made Homestead Entry, No.
023168, for SEV4 of Section 25,
19N, Range 31E.
Township
NM.P. Meridian,.
Has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land
above described, before A. A.
Wynne, U.S. Commissioner, at
his office in Mosquero, New
Mexico, on the 6th day of July.
1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Meliton Lovato,. Tiofilo Salazar, Noberto Gonzales, all of
David, New Mexico, and Reyes
Olivas, of Buyeros, New Mexico.
Paz Valverde,

Register.

NOTICE

'"

t

R.Jrteát"

vVr

'

tie' hterfer

'

Department of tie Interior
And still it rainá and train
U. S. LAND OFFICE AT CLAY
mud
makes
and
mud
makes
bad
County f Mora.
TON, NEW MEXICO
LAND OFFICE AT CLAY
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay- roads and bat roads .frake, pro? U.
Pete Tadusz, Plaintiff
Iay 26 192Í
TON, NEW MEXICO
I
ton, New Mexico, May 16th 1S21 fánity and profanity makes-- well
VS.
NOTICE is hereby given that
No. 2786
follow it out to its ultimate
. May. 26: 1921 August C. BeUer heir for
Stafa Binas Taduasz, Defendant NOTICE is hereby r given that conclusion for yourself.
the
NOTICE is hereby given that heirs of Bernard A.
Tiofilo Salazar, of David, New
Beller, deThe celebration is over .We Salome Naranjo, of Roy. Mora ceased,
To the said defendant. Stafa Mexico, who, on April 13, 1918,
of Buyeres, Union Co.:
Binas Tadusz, Greeting: You made Homestead Entry, No. may outlive it but we never ex- County, New Mexico,, who, on N. M., who, on
April 16th, 1918
are. hereby notified, that a suit 023254, for SW, of Section 25, pect to look like anything- after Sept. 23, 1916, made Homestead made Homestead
Application
entry No. 023165, for the SWU No 022947,
in Equity , has been commenced Township 18N,'Range 29E, N.M. we get over the
for
Secton
NWVi
drove
in
irom
A car
against fon in the Distrj,cJ; Court
NEU : NWU-SE
: NEiA-SMerman.
Township 19 N, Range U K ,
JJ.
Sunday
..had
Mora,
that
County
State
of
SEi-NWthe
for
10, N. M. P. Meridian, has
Vil
., Section
Has filed notice of intention
filed noof. New Mexico, by said. Pete to make Final Three Year Proof, started out to, drive through. 'to Township 18 si. 'Range 26 E. N. tice of intention to .make
Final
deand
'had
celebration
;ben
Tadusz, whereby he seeksa
M.P. Meririan,; has filed, notice Three Year. Proof, to establish
to' establish claim
land thé
cree of divorce from said defen- above ' described, before A AA watefrbound on1 the road." anoth
intention to make Final clainf to the" land.abore describe
dant upon the ground of deser- Wynne, U.S. Commissioner,, at er came in'f rom FtSill.-OkU- v.
Three YeariProof ,
ecj,. Detore . . H. Foster, U. S.
tion, that unless you enter or his office in Mosquero, New homa and Monday, an outfit claim to the land above describ Commissioner at his "office ' at
a string of race horses
caused to be entered, your ap- Mexico, on the 6th day of July. with Liberal, Kansas pulled in- ed, before F. H. Foster, U. S: Roy,, New Mexico, on July. 18,
from
Commissioner, at Roy. New Mex 1921.
'
pearance in said suit on or be- 1021"
to town having started out to ico, On July 19, 1921.
Claimant
fore the 1st, day of July, A. D. Claimant names a3 witnesses: reach here in time for the cele- Claimant names as witnesses: Nicklaus names as witnessess:
Hayoz , Pedro Texies
1921, decree PRO CONFESSO
Eusebio Montano, of Albert, bration but having been unable Lee West, Leopoldo Andrade. and Albert J. BeUer of Bueyeres
of the Manuel E. Naranjo, of Roy, New Mexico
therein will be rendered against New Mexico, Juan Mestas, of to get here on account
and Frank
floods. The New Mexico , and Bonifacio
and
rains
heavy
Jr. of Albert, New Mexico
Dayid, New Mexico. Juan T.
you.
well
certainly
was
celebration
of Wagon Mound, New Mex
PAZ VALVERDE,
Montano, of Albert New Mexico advertised and attracted a great
Cosme R. Garcia,
ico.
Register.
.;
David,
.,
Clerk. and Noberto Gonzales, of
daal of attention.
PAZ VALVERDE,
D. S. Durrin
. Mr., John Longley and family
New Mexico;
Register. NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
from
the Panhandle of Texas
Attorney for Plaintiff.
Paz Valverde,
drove in the next day after the
Department of the" Interior
Register.
NORMAL INSTITUTE
Solano, New Mexic
celebration to visit with his par- At Roy, June 27, to July 9th.
ents, Mr. T. MLongley, like a
Mrs, vgden,
be ia Rov U. S. LAND .OFFICE AT CLAY
great "many others he was un- for .this period wiu
to accommodate ..... TON, NEW MEXICO
able to get through in time for the local teachers with the Insti
May, 26, 1921
PURITY BLACKLEG AGGRESSIN
the big event.
planned before Harding NOTICE is hereby given that
tute,
is what your CALVES need.
Mrs Tillie Romero also came County was created.. .The Con- Arthur D . Hurford, of Mills,
in
for a visit with her mother, ductor, Mrs. Logue and Instruc New Mexico, who, on February
DO NOT DELAY.
Mrs. Gertrude Gallegos.
tor, Miss Pancratz will accom 26th, 1917 made Homestead ApAgent.
Miss Celia Cubbison, of Pitts- pany her.
plication, No. 024636, for
MILTON FLOERSHEIM.
burg, Pa. sister of Mrs. J. B.
Section 31, Township 22
(Mail orders filled C.O.D)
AD teachers and those who
Duvall, is visiting in Mosquero, wish to take the
N,
Range
25 E, N. M. P. MeridiRov. New Mexico.
having come in time to take in are invited to attend.exmaination
an,
filed
has
notice of intention
Fees $2.
the celebration. She was great- and $1. for . examination fee. to make Final Three Year
ly interested in the, broncho
Children not admitted, un Proof, to establish claim to the
bustinir.. and roping contests less presenting their 8th
grade land above described, bef ore F.
and Enjoyed the entire program.' diplomas.
"T '" H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner
Hail has done some damage Subscribe for the
at his office at Roy, New Mexico
Today
to wheat crops in this communon the 18th day of July 1921.
ity during the last few ' days. .When in Mills stop and see Claimant names as witnessess:
It seemed to fall in small us we will try to treat ' you G. C. Till, Alvin .Lusk, Earl Case
streaks, damaging parts of vari- and convince you in the Gro and C. D. Cheney, all of Mills,
ous fields North and East of cery line.
Manzanares and New Mexico.
town. Some of those injured Hernandez, Mills, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE, i
ch.
carried hail insurance and a few
Register,
felt that they were able to carOIL
OIL
OIL
We have received a number
ry their own insurance and are of letters complimenting us on I have 20 50 gal bis of Penn
bearing their lossess.
last week's paper and stating Tractor Oil, I will sell at cost to
Mr. Bowman from the State that we are .putting out the good responsible
parties, will
Engineer's office arrived in town best newspaper in a small town take note, to draw 10
Tuesday night and with a force of any town in New
WE ALSO HANDLE HARDWARE AND EVERYMexico, payoble in Nov. 1921.'
of men set out surveying the htwever one fellow had the audTHING IN THE TINNERS OR PLUMBERS LINE, ALSO
R. A. Pendleton.
road down the David Hill and acity to call us a "Hyphenated
DEEP WELL PUMPS, WINDMILLS, WELL CASING
highstate
with the aid of the
News sheet" etc, but we were
Now is the time to insure
AND THE MANY OTHER THINGS THAT COME UNDER
way commission expects to have convinced from his statements your
wheat; the rain is going to
time.
it in fine shape in a short
THIS LINE OF WORK.
he hardly knows the mean- make it grow so rapidly that
that
Thornton
and
Keller
Messrs
ing
the word and then too hail will injure it. .Insure it
erecting a garage on we of
who
considered the source and with Schultz and Johnson. They
the
have
Main Street now
it blow to the seven winds. will take your note until October
frame-wor- k
up and expect to let
We
are trying to give our read- 1st, without interest. See them
movFIXED. WE CAN FIX IT,
finish the building and get
IF IT IS TO
all
ers
the news we can, and we
ed in in the near future and believe the public appreciates it at once. Can give you just what
will soon be ready to attend to too, for there is never a week you want.
your car repairing and overhaul bue we are placing new names
inir work.
NOTICE FARMERS
on our sub list.
Quite a number of people
The Farmers of the Mesa
have been in town looking over American should be congratu held a meeting at the office of
r
the county seat and surround-innwrite up F. II. Foster last Saturday after
Successors to BAUM BROS.
1q- - lated on the excellent
of
view
a
with
itv
viiin
ItlM
given Mosquero and the celebra noon and after discussing the
here in the near futura tion in their last issue. They Mutual Hail Association thoroly
J
I
Roy,
New Mexico.
Among the many was a man were generous with their space it was decided by those present
J looking for a location for a and generous m
their praise ot to continue the Farmers' Mutual
large stock of hardware which our efforts at entertaining a big Hail Association this year just,
he is thinking of shipping crowd, under adverse circum as they have the past two years
here, a man looking for a loca- stances. They show the right They have had policies, printed
tion as a contractor and builder spirit. Let's all be Boosters and are now ready to receive
1
and several prospective farm with a capital B. If we dont your hail
insurance at any time.
ers.
belong to the Famous Harding If you are interested,
write to
irom
Cums
Attorney Frank
County Boosters Club, lets at
Wagon Mound was in town dur- least be boosters in spirit. the Secretary Mr. Paul C.
ing the week attending to busi- There is no logical reason why Haines or call at his office in
ness before the new board of there should be any ill feeling Roy.
Now that you have plenty of rain to insure your crops.
county commissioners who held or jealously between the differ- The
Farmers' Mutual Hail Asso
Why not have that house STUCCOED and made like new
their first meeting during the ent towns of the Mfsa. The ciation.
present week. About all of the country is rich enough, and fer
No matter how old or what kind of a house it is see
have tile enough and with resources
commissioners
county
Notice to the Public
made bond, taken the oath and enough to support several good
E. F. HENRY, the Contractor
are getting down to work and towns and we can have them if The drainage of the streets of
waiting somewhat impatiently we will all get in and boost, Roy is being continually damag--'
j
ROY, NEW MEXICO
for the arrival of the books and first for Harding County and ed by persons who insist on driv
equipment of the different of- the Mesa and then tor our local ing across village lots
instead of
fices.
about it as he has had the experience to give you what you
.
and
remember on streets, and in this manner
communities
Ogden,
ttie
met
Brother
We
'
that in order to boost qur own fill up the side drainage of the
want.
genial correspondent from Mora town or community that it is streets.
The Townsite has all
at the celebration and last week never necessary to knock the been graded and the streets
K
are
and contrary to the generally neighboring town or commun- the throughways of the town
what
to
accepted belief as
ity. Anything that helps your and they must be used for
would happen, we amnt ngni neighbor indirectly helps your- purpose. Don't cut corners,that
or
but on the other hand had a self. Come on in, the water is drive across vacant lots,, keep'
rpal mV.fi little visit although he fine, forget knocking, for a
streets and you will aid the
got away before we couia nan while and try boosting and see the
town
to keep up her streets and
a
finish the visit. We naa
how much better you will feel. Roy will be bothered with very
to
we
wanted
great deal that
Instead of criticising every ac- little mud. Unless this nuissay but during the rush and ex- tion of the new county officials ance is stopped at once,
(Bonded)
parties
citement he slipped away from get behind them and help them who continue to drive across pri
We
it.
realized
we
us before
Dut thines. in order and see how vate .Jots will be prosecuted.
Mosquero, New Mexico.
hoped to meet the Mills Corres fast we can boost Harding Take warning
and save
pondent and as we iookcu uut County into the front rank of Keep on the strets. , . trouble.
second
on
the
audience
over the
the best counties of the state,
R. C. Grunig, Street Commisday at the Chautauqua tent ana
Temporary organization of
sioner, Roy, New Mexico
wel
srreat
famous
We are ready to make your Abstracts now.
and
our
County Republican
Harding
the
come address we thought that Dartv was made at Mosquero on
The young folks enjoyed a
perhaps that correspondent the 14th when Senator Mitchell dance at the Roy Theatre
might be present so we uuew of Albert and Hon. Remijio Lop- Saturday evening after last
the
r
our shoulders back a little more ez of Roy was elected . tempo Chautauqua.
Mosquero, New Mexico.
a
platform
strutted around the
rary chairman and secretary of
little more proudly, added a few the County Central Committee
Rain, yes just about another
more eloquent word3 to our pol- It was agreed that as soon as inch' Monday afternoon, and
ished and witty speech just for the county commissioners had some hail too.
Mills' especial benefit only to met and arranged the county in
THE MILLS SHOE REPAIR SHOP.
to precincts that , an. election
HUH!
learn later that it had .aílvbeen
-.'
All work neatly and promptly done.
Mills, you should be. called in each precinct
tut,
Tut,
vain.
in
located in the Old Kent ley Building
to the coun
"Our language is a joke,"
must stay next time and hear to elect one member
WE SOLICIT A SHARE OF YOUR PATRONAGE
form
should
said
which
Wolf,
ty
committee
us speak, we are a .wonder.
cqmmit-teetan'- d
county
Wm. Schoenerstedt Prop.
knew a lot of men
permanent
"I
the
.Tis true nobody j says so, but
v
- New Mxico.
Mills,
;
turn;'shMikI
s
iwhjch
Ji
fat;
ourseli'cá lU'who sliotild know' "'" "'('eleci its" chairman and secre
things,
better than us.
Spanish- - tary.
And then they fall for them."
.We feel that
u. .. .. .
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mill troubles or have any
work in the Plumbers line, call Judy
and Baker and they will fix it.

per-cen- t,

Department of the Interior,
IT. S.

LAND OFFICE

at Clay

ton, New Mexico. May 16th 1321
NOTICE is hereby given that
Frutosa Lovato, of David, New

Mexico, who, on April 13, 1918,
made Addtl, Homestead Entry,
No. 022980, for SWii of Section
7, Township 17N, Range 32E,
N.M.P. Meridian.
Has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land
above described, before A. A.
Wynne, U.S. Commissioner, at
his of ice in Mosquero, New
Mexico, on the 8th, day of July,

Mexico.

Paz Valverde,

.ié

Register.
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
o

at Santa Fe, Clayton, New Mexico.
U. S. LAND OFFICE

May 17.1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that
Albert A. Kidd, of Roy. New
Mexico who, on May 31, 1918,-Jun- e
Nov. 22
1. 1918,
1920,
made Homestead Entries, Santa
Fe Sr. 03.")963, and Clayton Se-

rial Nos.

026029-02G09-

nta Fe, NE4

for

5,

Sa-

Sec. 13, T, 18N,

R, 21E, and Clayton,

SWNE

SEViNWVi.. SWVi Sec. 7 NWi4,
NV2SW14 Section 18, Township
18N, Range 25E, N.M.P. Meri-

dian.
Has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. 11.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, hi
his office at Roy. New Mexico,
on the 13th day of July, 1921.
Claimant names as witneses:
Dan Laumbach, A. L Burleson
AlaJandro Maestas, and Luther
Corneal, all of Roy, New Mexico.
Paz Valverde,'

Register.

General Blacksmith

and
Machine Work,
AT THE OLD STAND,
WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

"

JUDY AND BAKER

f

Claimant names as witnesses:
Pedro J. Lovato, Meliton Lovato, Jose B. Rael and J. Almedo
Manchego, all of David. New1
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HARDING COUNTY ABSTRACT
COMPANY, Inc.
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W. R. COPLEN, Manager
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SAXOPHONE
EASY

TO LEARN EASY TO PAY
In church, hand, orchéstra,

Used

- íolor-wr- lte
.OrtRln of

KNIGHT-CAMPBEL-

new book.
the Suxuphone" Free
MUSIC CO.
TVonvof. fnlri: '
for-
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AUTOMOBILE TIRES
"Erie

QUALITY

"Olympian fabrics"

.Corda"AND

Writ, fw prlca

SERVICE.,

lilt.

BKUT A. IIOHKOKD. inns Acoma St.
'

aalaaaa. tU 25 por
loa art nut. familiar
Willi prieta.
Bend for our aeekl; prkt llat, A63.
jroctrlM and' nippllef. StMiarawtn Wbtlnalt Ua-Co., 1523 191k St, r. 0.
1442, Dmr.
IUY
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mdi nor
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HOME OF THE COLE
THE BEST
USED CARS.
ALWAYS

Iiy

IN

Wrlu U (or CouipliK
Hill.
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Information.
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BROADWAY

GRUND DRY'CLEANING

Cleaned or dyed any color.
work given prompt attention. Grund Hullrilnfc, 17th A Logaa St.
Garments

Out-of-to-

SHOES REPAIRED
it

wort
Unsatisfactory
wbwt in U. 8.
Denim prlca.
returned our eiperjae.
EASTERN SHOE REPAIR FACTORY, YELLOW
FRONT,
1553 CHAMPA STREET.

MM
A VC
VOT1
Dinw Phtt,
JUtri.O
EASTMAN KODAK
D

t6

T
FINISH1NB.
Company.

Mittrlili

COMPANY,

Sixteenth Street, Denver, Colorado,
Pre-W- ar

ly Send

Prlcea on Coffee

aampla, port- THE SPRAY COFFEE 4 SPICE
CO., 21st tod Market Sta., Dentar, Colo,

Vl

' Z. rld.

'i--

S1.00 for

SANITARY CLEANING AND DYEING

Mall

Orden

Prompt

Ulfen

Attention.

10 Eatt Celfal,

SWITCHES to match your hair correct
ly in any shade or length. Charles Hair
& Beauty Shop, 410 16th St., Denver, Colo.
FLOWERS

Park Floral

FOH ALL OCCASIONS,
Co., 1643 Broadway.

IIEAUTY PARLORS. Hair Goods by
mail. Millicent Hart Co.. 721 15th St
JEWELRY CO. Diamonds, watches, silverware. Out town
orders careful attention Est. 1873.

IIOHM-ALLE-

N

U. S. Tanks to Aid Pueblo.
Pueblo, Colo. Battle tanks will be
used In the Pueblo sector shortly.
Eight
giants, armed with one
pounders, have been sent to this city
from Fort Meade, Md., according to' an
announcement by1 MaJ. J. B. Moorhead,
private secretary of Governor Shoup.
The tanks will be used to batter down
cracked walls, to clear debris and to
do other heavy work.

Tank Burst.
Salt Lake City, Utah Two known
dead, the probability of at least six
others dead In the debris, more than
twenty-fivinjured, many others unaccounted for, and a property loss of
netrly $1,000,000, was the toll of the
fire a.t the plant of the Utah Oil Refining Company when a bolt of lightning struck a tank containing 1,300,-00- 0
gallons of gasoline distillate. ,
Oil

e

Value of Utilities Drops $191,790.
Denver. Colorado , public utilities,
telephone and telegraph companies,
railroads and private street car lines
will pay taxes on $191,790 less than in
1920. This fact Is revealed In the annual assessment roll made public by
the State Tax Commission here.
The 1920 valuation fixed by the
commission totalled $227,454,190, while
the 1921 valuation is $227,262,400. The
decrease is occasioned by the low

earnings of the railroads and various
public utilities.
Low earning capacity of the Missouri Pacific resulted in a decrease of
$230,000 In its assessment, while approximately $200,000 was taken off the
Rio Grande Southern. The valuation
of the Denver & Rio Grande, which Is
' the largest In the state, was left at
$41,888,800.
The second largest assessment is against the Colorado &
Southern, which was left unchanged
at $23,981,720. No changes were made
in the Santa Fé, Burlington or Union
Pacific railroads.
Among the railroads $400,000 was
lopped off the Rock Island. The reason
for this was said to be the fact that
certain property was assessed last
year upon which the railroad was not
compelled to pay .taxes.
An Increase of $79,000 was made In
the assessment of the American Railway Express Company and private car
The
lines were increased $80,000.
Pullman Company will pay taxes on
$1,101,000, the same as in 1920. V
A $200,000 ascsessment was made In
the assessment of the Mountain States
Telephone and Telegraph Company,
while the Western Union Telegraph
Company'h holdings In the state are
valued at $2,092,130, an increase of
,
about $30,000.
.
The holdings of the Denver Tramway Company have decreased a total
of $406,940 since 1920, while the property value of the Denver Gas and
Electric Light Company has increased
' since the last valuation exactly $1,183,-15A decrease also was made in the
.valuation of the" Colorado Power Company. The 1921 valuation Is placed at
$5,602,400, compared with $5,963,330 In
1920.

,

Bank to Pay Expenses of W líneas.
New York. The National City Bank
has agreed to pay transportation and
expenses for witnesses who will testify against them in the suit brought
by Miss Amanda B. Byrd, authoress
and bond saleswoman, for $125,000
damages. The woman alleged she was
cruelly treated by bank officials, who
took her against her will to a hospital
where she was held for mental examination. Miss Byrd complained at the
trial that she was unable to bring her
Witnesses to New York.

Start.

From
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be grown so successfully, and easily,
makes It possible to go Into other
branches of farming Industry, that
give stability to It, wherever they are
tarried on. They are dairying and
There Is an excellent
market for the product, and the cli
mate aids materially In assisting It,
while the native grasses,. as well' as
cultivated varieties, bring the cost of
production to a much lower figure than
Is possible on lands that are much
"higher In price, with no better yield
ing qualities. Then, again, it Is amply
shown that fodder corn can be grown
with great success, and that sunflow
ers, which It has been fully proven
are little behind, If any, In food quality, thrive wonderfully. In fact, these
two fodders, In addition to which may
be added that of alfalfa and sweet
clover, In which Western Canada
farmers are well apace with growers
elsewhere, have brought about a period of
which promises
to eclipse any effort in this line made
anywhere on the continent. In Manitoba alone, one firm is building two
-.

g

hundred this year.. In Saskatchewan,
many orders have been placed ; In one
small district In Alberta, where fifty
were erected last year, another fifty
will be built this summer. That there
will be a thousand silos erected In the
three provinces this year seems to be
a conservative estimate. To the farmer In the States, who knows the advantage of the silos, who Is Interested
In the fodder to be grown to fill them,
what does this mean? Advertisement.
Cheerfulness Is a song whoso echoes
take life In the heart of" others.

ASPIRIN
Name "Bayer" on Genuine

Beware I Unless yon see the name
"Bayer" on package or on tablets you
are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians for twenty-on- e
years and proved safe by millions.
Take Aspirin only as told In the Bayer
package for Colds, Headache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache,
Lumbago, and for Pain. Handy tin
boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of Aspirin cost few cents. Druggists also
sell larger packages. Aspirin la the
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
Monoacetlcacidester of Sallcyllcacld.
And many a man's bravery Is due to
his knowledge of the fact that the
other fellow Is a coward.

Cuticura for Pimply Faces.
To remove pimples and blackheads
smear them with Cuticura Ointment.
rVash off In five minutes with Cuti
cura Soap and hot water. Once clear
keep your skin clear by using them for
dally toilet purposes. Don't fall to Include Cuticura Talcum.- -

Néws

t

AVOID

SURGICAL OPERATIONS
ENTENTE TO APPEAL TO GREECE
IN EFFORT TO FORESTALL

í

Soma Are Extremply necessary, Others May Hot B3

,WAR ON TURKS.

(WeiUra Neripaper Union New! Sartice.)

Ground was broken at Lordsburg, N.
for he new Methodist church South
which, when completed, will be one of AID OFFERED BY ALLIES
the finest In that part of the state and
will cost over $15,000..Clad In leather chaps and buckskins CONSTÁNTINE IS. REQUESTED TO
and riding their favorite mounts, hunLEAVE SETTLEMENT TO BRIT--AIdreds of veterans of the plains will
FRANCE AND ITALY.
gather in East Las Vegas, N. M., July
4, 5 and 6 for the seventh annual Las
Vegas cowboys reunion.
M.

(Wet tero Nnripaper Union Newt gerrlce.

counties
In one of the
In New Mexico the women have shown
their Interest in improving the surroundings of their ranch homes by
making home beautlflcation a project
In the county program of work.
Governor Stephens of California has
signed the bill appropriating $350,000
for the construction of the paved high
way from San Bernardino, via Holt
ville, to Yuma. This money will be
come at once available and It is a certainty that the road will be under con
struction this fall or sooner,
According to census figures announced In Washington, 39,131 persons
10 years of age and over in Arizona In
1920 were unable to write. The percentage of illiteracy is 15.3 compared
with 20.9 in 1010. Of native whites 2.1
per cent are Illiterate, while 27.5 per
cent of foreign born whites are unable
to read.
"Red Whiskers" Burnet, escaped
c.onvict, suspected of the murder of
Marlona Teague, ranchman near Globe,
Ariz., for whom a search was conducted the last three weeks through the
Pinal., mountains by the sheriff and
posses and cowboys, was shot and" In
stantly killed by a rifle In the hands of
a member of a posse.
Postmaster Long R. Bailey of Bls-beAriz., has confessed to postoffice
Inspectors that an alleged robbery of
the Btsbee postoffice April 3 was a
blind to conceal, a shortage In his account, according to a report received
by Stephen H. Morse, chie'f postoffice
Inspector. A total of $17,850 has been
recovered

Every Woman Should Qve Lydia E. PinkhamV
Vegetable Compound a Trial First
Chicago, III "I was in
female
bedwith a

tion.

any-goo-

)

Pink-ham-

tí Haydock, 6824 St Lawrence Ave., Chicago, III

.

If the answer is favorable It is probable Greece will be asked to state her
peace terms, and the Turkish Nationalists will then be approached
M. Briand and Lord Curzon decided
to ask the high commissioners of Upper Silesia for an unanimous report on
the disposition of the territory ; failing
in this, experts will be sent to make
equltuble distribution, and measures
will be taken against the Poles and
Germans, if either or both refuse to
accept the allied decisions.
The British plan in the Near East
Involves withdrawal of the Greek
forces from Symrna and restoration of
Turkish sovereignty over this territory, International police, forces to
guarantee protection of the minorities.
The ministers decided that no settlement as tp Thrace could be determined until the Turks and Greeks
agree' to' mediation.
Smyrna. A letter received from an
American living in Marush, near the
frontier between Cillcia and Syria, says
that town Is the center of a Nationalist mobilization.
-Thirty thousand Nationalist troops
have arrived and 20,000 are said to be
well equipped with uniforms furnished
by Italians. The letter adds there are
Indications the Nationalists may attack Adenu, a city held by the French.
Up to the present King Constantiue
has not visited Smyrna, but has spent
the most of his time on the balcony
of his villa In the suburb of Cordello.
Constantinople.
The delay in the
predicted Greek offensive Is believed
In many neutral circles here to be due
to the uncertain morale pf the Greek
troops, coupled with what is reported
to be the fairly good condition df the
Turks. This also is one reason why
the British are not backing up the
Greeks, these circles believe.
The reception of King Constantlne
at Smyrna, It is pointed out, was not
a triumph, while reports Indicate that
he has failed to win over the Venlz-elo- s
troops In the Greek army. Quarrels have been occurring for several
months among the Greeks and various
portions of the army, and the draft of
the senior officers has been replaced
by adherents of the Constantlne party.

from Bailey, whose alleged

shortage is supposed to be $43,000, ac
cording to this report.
Louis Qunckanbush, taxlcab driver,
was found murdered in a clump of
bushes near the main highway, four
miles northeast of Douglas. He was
shot through- the head. His pockets
had been rifled, police said. John Kl
ser, negro, who had engaged Quackan- bush for a trip, Is being held In connection with 'the murder. Quackan
bush's automobile was found on the
highway not far from the body.
,

Riding Into fian Simon, a small town
eighty miles northeast of Bisbee, Arii.,
on horseback, a lone bandit held up at
the point of a gun A. E. Nelson, cash
ier of the San Simon Valley Bank,
swept all the money in sight into his
pockets and then rode out of town
Several citizens pursued and engaged
the bandit about two miles east of the
town. After four shots had been fired
at him the bandit fled into the brush.
A cloudburst In Tljeris cañón about
fourteen miles east of Albuquerque,
caused considerable property loss to
ranchers. The state and forest service
highways through the cañón were
washed out. The flood waters hit the
Santa Fé railway tracks near Barr sta
tion, south of the city, and tied up
traffic for several hours, water flow
ing over the tracks four feet. Ranchers along the Rio Grande where the
arroya flows into the river, were
flooded for a distance of several miles,
Farmers who were driven from their
homes took refuge In a school house.
The tax commission
reduced the
valuation of grazing lands In New
Mexico 25 per cent after hearing protests that the valuation was heavier
than the livestock industry could car
ry and further disaster would result
unless the relief was granted. It wo
éstltuated the reduction would slash
approximately $10,000,000 from the tax
roll, but It was contended It was not
the commission's duty to foot the Leg
islature's bill, but to assess the prop
erty value.
The range stock business In Arizona
is looked upon as an Industry entirely
separate from farming, and farming
with stock raising. Reports received
by the United States Department of
Agriculture show that the old type of
range Is not continuing as profitably
as It, was a decade ago. The
antagonism, between stockman and
farmer is being overeóme gradually.
There Is now a reaction from the prac
tice of homesteaders of breaking up
the pastures by settling on land where
they could not make a living., In some
instances miles of fences are being
removed and the ranges established
where dry farming has been found to
be unprofitable.
Construction work has begun on the
Charleston dum, twenty-twmiles be
low Benson, Ariz., and its completion
will mean the irrigation of 47,000 acres
of land in the San Pedro valley about
Benson, according to information given
out by C. J. Mulvane and J. A. Gumm,
residents of Benson.
The dedication of the county seat ol
the new county of Harding, New Mex
ico, took place June 14 and 15, when
Mosquero was officially proclaimed thp
official seat of the county. Elaborate
were provided for the tw

Deutschland Sunk as Target.
Cherbourg,
France. The former
e
German
Deutschland,
which In 1916 slipped into Baltimore
harbor from Germany daringly running
the gauntlet of British and French
crlusers standing guard off the Vir
ginia capes, has been sunk by gunfire
during target practice.
super-submarin-

Chicago Makes Big Cleaning.
Chicago.
Five hundred persons
were arrested In a series of spectacu
lar raids on alleged gambling houses
In the "loop."
Thousands of persons
watched the raiding policemen break
down doors, gathering as clanging patrol wagons
rushed to the raided
places. The prisoners were so numerous that three police stations were
used in Jalllngthem.
The Waiters'
uiun netted tne biggest haul when
more than 200 habitues were arrested.
Six squads, all directed by State's Attorney Crowe, conducted the raids.

.

old-tim- e

He will succeed Admiral Hugh Rod
man, who will be assigned to command
the naval operating base at, Hampton
Roads, Va. .Vice Admiral H. P. Jones
has been assigned to command the Atlantic fleet with the rnnk of admiral.
He will succeed Admiral H. B. Wilson.

'
Seize $15,000 Whisky.
El Paso, Texas. Ross M. Dante, of
Rodeo, N. M., and Fay Krup, a woman.
were arrested near Demlng, N. M., in
a machine which prohibition officers
ay carried whisky to the value of between $10,000 and $15,000.
Officers
trailed the pair from herein being In
formed the party had crossed the Rio
Grande from Juarez. Both the man
and the woman were armed with pistols and officers say they attempted to
run theui down when commanded tó
halt.
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A Vermont woman
adds ber testimony to
the long line of those
fortunate women who
have been restored to
health by Lydia E.

Pinkham's

Veeetable

It had been decided an operation was necessary :
Vt " I suffered with female trouble, and had a number of

Compound, after

.

'

Burlington,
doctors who said that I would never be any better until I had an operation.
I was so bad I could hardly walk across the floor and could not do a thing.
induced me to try Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound
My sister-in-laand it certainly has helped me wonderfully.
I keep house and do my work
and have a small child. I have recommended Vegetable Compound to a number of my friends and you may publish my testimonial "Mrs. H. R. Sharon,
Apple Tree Point Farm, Burlington, Vt
In hospitals are many women whoare there for surgical operations,and there
is nothing a woman dreads more than the thought of an operation, and the
long weary months of recovery and restoration to strength if it is successful
It is very true that female troubles may through neglect reach a stage
where an operation is the only resource, but most of the commoner ailments
of women are not the Burgical ones : they are not caused by serious displacements, tumors or growths, although the symptoms may appear the same.
When disturbing ailments first appear take Lydia E. Pmkham's Vegetable
Compound to relieve the present distress and prevent more serious troubles.
In fact many letters have been received from women who have been restored
to health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound after operations have
beerr advised by attending physicians.

Lydia E. Pinkham's Private

upon "Ailments Pecu-

Text-Boo- k

liar to Women" will be sent to you free upon request.

AVrite

to The Lydia E. Pinkham Mediciné Co., Lynn, Massachusetts.
This book contains valuable information.
ROUGH, BUT EFFECTIVE

CURE HAMP'S TIME SURE TO COME

Why Alice Gollghtly No Longer Bores
People With Long Recital of
Her Physical Ailments.

Gap Johnson Has It Mapped Out, and
It Will Be a Sore Day for
the Bluffer.

Pollle Dear and Mollle Love met out
shopping one morning and immediately
forgot all about shopping, time, hungry husbands at home, etc., in a "few
minutes' ' chat.
Just then Alice Gollghtly passed by.
Each smiled sweetly at the other, and
murmured :

"Hamp Slaughter has an interesting
sort of fad," related Gap Johnson of
Rumpus Ridge. "About once In so
often he gets a few drams of bone-drticker and a high fever, and shows up
in the middle of the big road out yur.
He flings his hat down in the dust and
stomps on It, and yells that he's a man
eater, and such as that and can whip
a certain
living not more than
a mile from yur. When I go out to
d
Inquire which spqplal
he means he says Zach
of a mile up the
Flatt,
road. So there ain't much to do but
g
to excuse him. Then he goes
off to Znch's place and repeats
When Zach wants
the performance.
to know who he Is referring to he says
It's me. After that he rambles around
noratlng that he's got us both bluffed.
"One of these days he's going to
ketch me and Zach together, and find
!
out his
mistake."
Kansas City Stnr.

"Good morning."
As soon as Alice had passed on,
Pollle turned to Mollle and said:
"I notice Alice doesn't go round boring other people with her aliments ns
she used to."
"No," smiled Mollle; "she met a
man who cured her completely."
"Ooohl" purred Pollle. "Who was
he? Was he a doctor?"
"Oh, no!" answered Mollle. "She
was telling this man some of her
symptoms, when he remarked, 'It's
strange how many of these things afflict people as they begin to grow old.'
Since then she has held her tongue
about them."

y

black-hearte-

Many a young man worships a girl
on his knees If she's sitting there.

d

black-hearte-

thus-and-s- o

three-quarte-

frlca-seeln-

u

Misfortunes never come singly to
married men.

His Way.

Paying

Blx "Do you still walk In your
sleep?" "Dix No, I tnke carfaro to
bed with tne now."

"You Will

like
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Eberle to Head Pacific Fleet,
Washington.
Rear Admiral E. W.
Eberle, now commanding a battleship
division In the Atlantic, has been
named as commander In chief of the
Pacific fleet, with the rnnk of admiral.

trouble and

inflammation and had four
doctors butnone of them did
They all said I
me
would have to have an operation. A druggist's wife told
's
ma to take Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound
and I took 22 bottles, never
missing a dose and attheend
of that tima I was perfectly
well. I have never had occasion to take it again as I
have been bo well. I have a
six room flat and do all my
work. My two sisters are
taking the Compound upon
my recommendation and you
may publish my letter. It is
the gospel truth and I will
write to any one who wants
a personal letter." Mrs. E.

Paris, June 20. Great Britain,
ranee and Italy have again appealed
to Greece to postpone her offensive
and accept their mediation, in an effort to ' forestall war in Asia Minor.
This is the outcome of a conference
between Premier Briand and Lord Cur-zoBritish foreign secretary, which
ended here with the dispatch of a note
to King Constuntlne, asking an Immediate reply as to whether Greece would
let the allies settle the Turkish ques-

e,
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livery time some men did a good act days.
I
they manage to get caught at It.
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It was on the 18th of May that tne'
writer received a letter from, a friend
In Western Canada dated the 15th of
the same month. Information was
ronveyed in the letter' that Its author1
had traveled over a considerable portion of Western Canada. He had covered most of the settled portions, and
from those he had not covered he had
secured Information that amplified
his own observations of conditions
throughout all the vast area of that
country. He found seeding of wheat
practically- - completed, and plnced In
a bed of earth that was In a condition
that warranted speedy' and healthy
gerralnutlon. This was borne out by,
evidence that he was a witness of
wheat that had been In the ground
four days that was already breaking
through, and that which had been
seeded for a week was well above the
ground, the field being as green as
a new pasture plot. Everywhere this
condition existed. It will be pleasing
Information for those who have
friends in Western Canada in any
part of It, no matter where they may
be to learn that conditions have
opened up In such a splendid way, and
to be advised that the prospects were
never brighter than now. When It
becomes known thai conditions are so
satisfactory, many who were waiting,
uncertain what to do In the matter of
moving, will doubtless now come to a
decision;
With the opening of thousands of homesteads, which took place
on the 1st of May, there was ft rush
to take advantage of the opportunity
to secure 160 acres of excellent land
free, within speaking distance of a
railroad. .The low railway 'rates
granted by means of a certificate issued by Canadian government agents,
located at differeut points in the
States, make it possible to make a
trip of Inspection at small cost.
Oat and barley farming are branches
that add considerable to the wealth
of the farmer who desires to make
money quickly. That these "grains can

ASK GREECE TO

New Mexico
and Arizona

Germination, In the Rich Soli of That
Country, Is Speedy Farmers
,on. Road to Wealth.

cnttle-ralslng-

SPANISH-AMERICA-

CROP

Wheat, in Western Canada Has

plAt a

THI

People who say; "Hike
coffee, but it doesn't
like me" will find Instant
Fostum much more consid-

erate of their health.
This pure cereal drink
combines wholesome Qua-

lity with

flavor.

rich

coffee-lik- e

'

Instant Postum is made
instantly in the cup.

There's a Reason
for Postum
At all grocers
Made by

!VTWT

J
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A MVIWAQC

Fostum Cereal Company, bx.
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A Home Bank For Home PebPle Here's a Real Argumerit

For Philippine Independence
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Capital and
Surplus

$36,000.00

A Typical

Philippine

Dr. Bradford made a profesMrs. Burton of Solano was a
pleasant caller on the Spanish- - sional call to Solano Wednesday.
American the first of the week I he Dr. has the distinction of
While here Mrs. Burton order- making the first professional
ed the paper sent tt Mrs. King call by aeroplane in Roy. It
took 8 minutes to make the 11
a friend of hers in Iowa.
mile trip. We did not learn
The Robertson Sale was well whether the Doctor was going
attended last Monday and every to purchase an aeroplane or not
thing except the cattle brot fan- but anyway he says it gets you
cy prices, and even the cattle there and gets you back.
sold for more than they would
A. . E. Dormán representing
bring on the market.' Auctioneer Johnson sold over $12,000 the Knight Campbell Music Co.
worth of property for cash in a of Denver was in Roy the latter
little over 4 hours. This includ- par of the week. He reports
ed a 640 acre school lease and a that his company had a terrible
deeded 320 acres. The school loss in pianos at the Pueblo
lease brot 83,200 and the deed- flood.
Rev. Cook preached to a large
ed land $22.00 per acre. The
audience
at the Christain
Special Master, Mr. F. S. Brown
The best investment in New
Church Monday evening.
was well pleased with the re- Mexico. Scribe for the
sult of the sale.

The United Str.tes isn't the only
country that has homesteaders those
enterprising pioneers who leave thickly populated districts nnd take their
families Into virgin territory to create
homes for themselves. The Philippine
islands have thousands of thrifty homesteaders.
The above photograph shows a picture of a Christian Filipino homesteader and his family i.ear Pikit, Cotabato
province, Mindanao, P. I. Five years
ago he was a cab driver working for
low wages at Cebu, a thickly populated
city. He went ijito the then wilderness
of Mindanao, planted hemp and cocoa-nutpaid for his land nnd has become wealthy.
Thousands of similar
Instances could be cited. One Mindanao
homesteader is worth $2U0,000.

-
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CARD OF THANKS

HAIL

y

As it is impossible to thank
individualy the many friends
and neighbors ' who were so
kind and attentive and helpful
during the long and tedious
sickness of our wife "nd moth
er, we desire through 'IV ed--J
mm oi the bpanisn-A- r:
enctm,
to say to them all that we arc
more grateful than we can Fay
and that while it is imposed
,

-

i

to properly express the sentiments of one's heart in matters
of this kind that we sincerely
appreciate the many kind efforts made by you all and assure you that our gratitude
and appreciation is greater than
we can ever find words to ex

Í

INSURED
NOW IS THE TIME TO DO IT

perse-verenc-

"r

'

Any one wishing to sell, buy
or exchange Real Estate, be
sure and see J. B. Procter, the
'Real Estate man, Mills New

i

25, 2

Mexico.

in Roy the

and

wife"ar-nve- d

first of the
Occupy: tile Roer

week; they will
sheim property vacated by

ry

Hen-

Krabbenschmidt.
. Mr.
Thompson , will supervise the
construction, of the Roy High
School andhas ten or 15 cars of
material now on the ground.
Mr. Thompson may make his
future home in Roy sa he says
it is one of the best little towns
in the state.
"

' Mr. W. F. Astler of Santa Fe
N. M. has taken charge of the
Floeisheim Merc Co. meat mar-

ket and is now ready to serve
the best line of fresh
the pleasure of taking the first you with
'
meats
obtainable.
Mr. Astler
visit by Aeroplane, going down
to Mr. Bradley's 18 miles south is an experienced meat cutter
east and spending the day, re- and believes in furnishing only
turning in the evening. . . It the best that money can buy.
took them 14 minutes to go All of his fresh meats will be
down and 11 to return as they packing house stock and he inhad to Circle around consider-ablet- o tends 'to sell it at prices that
find the Bradley farm. will suit youp pocketbook. He
Little Avis only two years old asks for a portion of your pa
is the youngest to make the tronage and guarantees satis
flight in Roy and Jose Maria faction.
Montoya past 89 was the oldest
Don't forget to see the "Great
both say it is fine. Mayor
Robbery" at the Roy The
Air
y
Brown and deputy Sheriff
atre
tonight (Saturday) It is a'
attended the Robertson sale
Monday making the trip in the wonder, and must be seen tobe
Tonight is your
plane, but the storm scared the appreciated.
to
see this pictune.
chance
last
Roy
to
Pilot and. he hiked back
and Mayor Brown came back by Show will start promptly at 8
Auto. Dr. Bradford made a P. M. Everybody Come.
professional call to Solan by
The County Commissioners
plane, so you see the people of
will,
hold their first meeting
Roy are getting rather aristocratic especially so far as travel Monday June 27th. A number
is concerned. On Wednesday of important business matters
evening Mr. Billings made a will come before the board.
high flight over Roy and turned
C. C. Moore and family of
flip flops, somersaults, loop the
Mosquero
were trading with
of
loops and all other kinds
stunts, Mr. Billings is an ex- Roy merchants Friday morn- pert pilot and has never had an ing.
accident of any nature. He is
becoming attached to Roy and
We forgot to tell you last
we believe with a little coaxing!
week
that Miss Helen Russel
he would locate permanantly at
Roy and if he does decide to has returned from College in
stay we are going to build him Virginia ands is spending the
one oí the best aeroplane land- vacation with relatives in and
ings in New Mexico.
near Roy.
Bu-se-

WE TAKE YOUR NOTE

.i

NO INTEREST

"a

S--

e Us Before

it is TOO U ATE

SCHÜLTZ & JOHNSON
P.S.

press.

Air

Mr... Thompson'

LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN
Two pigs, two months old, one
red with black spots, and the
other white with black spots.
Have been gone for the past
ten days. Finder notify Har
George E. Holtsclaw is a
Mr.s. Dr. Mcpinney is visiting
old Plumlee. City.
Lewis
George
business
visitor in Kansas this
We are growing every day her daughter Mrs.
week.
'this week.
Subscribe now!

IF YOU ARE NOT

i

Homestead

The Philippine government Is encour
aging the Immigration of Filipinos
from the thickly populated sections Into Mindanao. This Is the second largest tí the Islands of the archipelago.
It Is still sparsely settled, although
it Is one of the richest nnd most productive Islands In the world. Many
Americans have established plantations Hiere and become rich.
Filipinos are using the stories of the
many successful Filipino homesteaders
as an argument for independence. They
make the point that a people that can
go out Into a tropical wilderness with
e
no capital save their patience,
and energy nnd win homes
themselves, have the necessary stamina
to run their own affairs.

s,

the

Pilot Mr. Billings and savs it
beats low flying all to nieces.
A majority of the kids have
flown and all pronounce it great
sport. The little boys of Mr.
Deubler made the flight by
their selves as they wanted to
go up and see what their daddy
made pictures of when he was
up high. Mrs. Wm. G. Johnson and little daughter Avis had

out the

the beacon light pointing

pathway to peaceful old age. On

highest flights with

V

bank account drives away worry and bring3

The Aeroplane is,among the
chief amusements , around Roy
this week ; quite a number have
taken rides in the air and all
seem to enjoy it very much.
Cecil Wade .'made" one of the

QUALITY and PRICE

WE STILL HAVE PLENTY OF 10 per cent
MONEY TO LOAN ON REAL ESTATE
i

Frank Corey and wife.
, J. C. Cory.

.We pride ourselves on the QUALITY of our GROCERIES
upon our ability to. render
the variety purity and freshness--an.

. .

d

you SERVICE,

Fairview Pharmacy

all--

That's a combination that will win and, best of

-

OUR; PRICES SATISFY

The Roy Drug Store

0--

0

0 0

We carry a full and complete line of Staple and Fancy Groceries,
and we make it a rule to keep our stock FRESH. If you are
particular about what you put on your table, then we
want your trade. We take a delight in pleasing people who are particular.
Remember there's a

A complete line of;

,

Drugs, Patent and Propriety Medicenes, Perfumes, Toilet Artklea
and Stationery, Flashlights and Batteries, Candies, Cigars and Tobaccos.
'
Okeh Record's,, Kodaks and Eastman supplies.

f

,.

UPJTO-ÜAT-

-

'

'

.

standing invitation to you to visit this store
when you want THE BEST at prices

E

that will fit your purse and

SODA FOUNTAIN

'All the Popular Drinks and

News stand,

All

!.

please you.

Drinks in'season.

los.-Ho- t

.

S. E. PAXTON

thecal est Magásinesjand daily papers

Grocery Company

ESTABLISHED 1908

"A Square Deal Every Day"

Dr. M; D. Gibbs
v

v

(Proprietor.)

M1CK1E, THE PRINTER'S DEVIL

r

By Gin rles Sughroe
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